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Executive Summary 

Digital distribution has greatly reduced the economic value of recorded music, and thus 
the potential for generating income through music. While this challenge to professional 
music-making has gathered pace, music production software has facilitated the creation 
of professional-sounding tracks in home studios. At the same time, social networking 
and new media websites have provided music makers with new spaces in which to 
negotiate and produce cultural value for their work, taking on tasks that would once 
have been the sphere of specialists in marketing, publicity and criticism. These 
phenomena appear to have had a particular impact on electronic music, which is 
typically made by lone, but highly networked, individuals and is often circulated non-
commercially. Notwithstanding these developments, a record deal is still considered the 
mark of success and a reflection of a music-maker’s value, and local, regional, national, 
and world-regional scenes remain important sites for the production of cultural value in 
music, with London being an unusually privileged location. For the most part, music-
makers assert their concern for all listeners, but close attention to their activity (and 
how they describe it) suggests that interactions with peers are especially important for 
the production of value for their work. There is a complex relationship between the two 
areas of work referred to as production (a blanket term covering all activities involved in 
the creation of an audio track) and DJing (combination of audio tracks into a continuous 
mix): except in online venues, DJing tends to be better remunerated than production, 
yet production is accorded more cultural value than DJing; DJs play a significant role in 
the production of cultural value for producers, yet status as a DJ often depends on 
having cultural value as a producer. Live performance is vital to the production of both 
cultural and economic value, and there is evidence for exclusion from the production of 
value in terms of gender, location, and genre, where ethnicity and class may be 
implicated in the latter two.
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1. Introduction and theoretical background
This project is defined by its aim to study ‘value’ as a verb: to study the act of valuing as 
it is embedded in social interactions. From the outset, it has attempted to discover how 
electronic music is valued, and how these acts of valuing matter, as well as to produce 
large scale models of how these acts of valuing play out in the online world. It has done 
this partly because it is grounded in the insight that cultural valuing always depends 
upon social networks – communities, coteries, circles, scenes, milieux – and partly 
because of a general recognition of the increased importance of online networking for 
musicians, as new media and web 2.0 technologies have enabled or obliged them to take 
on tasks for which they might previously have been able to rely on other professionals. 
One recent report found that 64% of professional musicians in the UK ‘us[e] web-based 
technologies to produce, promote, and distribute their music’ (DHA Communications 
2012, 11): a figure that we would suggest is likely to be far higher among electronic 
musicians.

In theoretical terms, this project engages with the broad area of ‘field theory’, a school of 
sociology founded by Pierre Bourdieu. Field theory conceives ‘society as differentiated 
into a number of semi-autonomous fields... governed by their own “rules of the game” 
and offering their own particular econom[ies] of exchange and reward’ (Benson 1999, 
464). Each field is understood to be characterised by its own ‘specific capital’, an abstract 
quality valued within that field and distributed (always unequally) according to the field’s 
‘specific logic’ (Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992, 108). According to Bourdieu, the value of 
cultural goods is a form of belief produced through ‘a vast operation of social alchemy... 
jointly conducted, with equal conviction and very unequal profits, by all the agents 
involved in the field of production, i.e. obscure artists and writers as well as 
“consecrated” masters; critics and publishers as well as authors; enthusiastic clients as 
well as convinced vendors’ (1993a [1980], 81; emphasis in original).

The specific capital of the field of cultural production, often referred to as ‘symbolic 
capital’, is initially constituted of cultural producers’ esteem for one another’s work. This 
understanding of cultural production is implied by intuitive concepts such as the ‘writer’s 
writer’ or ‘musician’s musician’, with their suggestion that the most valuable cultural 
producers are those that are valued in the first instance by their peers. Different parts of 
the field of cultural production are understood to be distinguished according to their 
autonomy from the market: the extent to which they privilege their own specific capital 
(i.e. peer esteem) over financial value and the demands of patrons and customers.

Such a view is arguably supported by much recent scholarship on cultural movements, 
even where that is not conducted within the frame of field theory. Delany, for example, 
characterises High Modernism as a ‘prestige culture whose sole currency was the critical 
approval of mandarins like Pound or Eliot’ (2002, 149). Bourdieu focuses on the 
production of belief in the value of what he calls ‘legitimate’ culture (i.e. fine art, serious 
literature, art music, etc.). However, a number of sociologists have since adapted 
Bourdieu’s framework to the study of pop-cultural or subcultural forms, as in Lopes’s 
(2000) work on jazz, which proposes the existence of restricted subfields of popular art, 
and in research on hip-hop by Elafros (2013) and Lena and Pachucki (2013, 239). This  
accords with Bourdieu’s argument that ‘[t]he autonomous principle of hierarchisation... 
is... the degree of recognition accorded by those who recognise no other criterion of 
legitimacy than recognition by those whom they recognise’ (1993b [1983], 38, emphasis 
in original). Thus, there may be multiple fields whose participants compete for ‘the truly 
cultural recognition accorded by the peer group whose members are both privileged 
clients and competitors’ (Bourdieu 1993c [1985], 115). To put this into the project’s 
terms of reference: participants in a scene value each other’s work and compete to be 
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valued by one another for that reason, and inclusion in a scene depends upon being 
valued by those that are already included.

Certain work in cultural anthropology, history, and ethnomusicology suggests further 
ways of productively complicating Bourdieu’s field theory. First, Arjun Appadurai’s work 
on ‘the social life of things’ (1986) and Dipesh Chakrabarty’s exploration of the 
‘provincialisation’ of capital (2000) suggest that the logic of capital everywhere comes 
into contact with, and is transformed by, other cultural logics. Arjun Appadurai notes, for 
instance, how the ‘agonistic, obsessive, and romantic ethos’ of the Grain Exchange in 
nineteenth-century Chicago persists in the contemporary era, and draws connections 
between this ‘tournament of value’ and other non-capitalist ones, for instance the 
Oceanian kula and the potlatch of the North American Pacific Northwest (1986: 50). 
Chakrabarty’s idea of a history of capital (History 1) that is everywhere complicated by 
other histories (History 2s) has recently been taken up by Martin Stokes in his 
consideration of questions of music and value (see especially Stokes 2002). Together this 
body of work suggests that the logic of capital is everywhere complicated by the various 
cultural logics and ways of valuing it encounters; if this is the case, one might expect the 
same kind of cultural elaborations in the fields of cultural production Bourdieu explores. 

Thomas Turino’s work on participatory and presentational music making (2008) points to 
a second, and perhaps related, way of complicating the field theory of value. Turino 
suggests that, while many spheres of music making locate value in performances and 
artworks, others place value in the quality of sociability that emerges in the context of 
music making and dancing. He contrasts ‘presentational’ musics, in which valuation 
centres on the quality of works and performances, with ‘participatory’ musics, in which 
the focus is on the quality and intensity of social interaction, remarking, ‘participatory 
music and dance is more about the social relations being realized through the 
performance than about producing art that can somehow be abstracted from those social 
relations’ (2008: 35). Whatever one thinks of the opposition between participatory and 
presentational music making, his work points to a vital aspect of music: the collective, 
participatory aspect of musical experiences, including the heightened kinds of sociality 
that come into being in the form of dancing, collective listening, and collaborative 
composition and performance (see also Keil 1987). Our project explores a field of 
cultural production in which works are valued for their abstract qualities, and artists for 
the way they embody certain principles of legitimacy, but it also explores a scene that 
values, and invests energy in, musical participation (including forms of participation 
enabled by new electronic interfaces). It will be important to pay attention to the various 
kinds of valuing in evidence, since musicians in a scene do not only invest time and 
effort in the production of artforms, but also in their interactions with one another. 

This project is particularly concerned with semi-professional musicians, ranging from  
relatively well-known underground musicians to what Ruth Finnegan (2007 [1989]) has 
called ‘hidden musicians’: everyday music makers, often amateurs, who play an 
indispensible role in the musical life of communities but who receive little public (or 
indeed scholarly) attention. Such musicians are fundamental participants in the musical 
fields or publics that interest us: even those who do not emerge as stars play necessary 
roles in transmitting, extending and elaborating the musical practices that constitute 
these fields of cultural production, as well as the discourses of legitimation that establish 
what and who is valuable within them (see Dueck 2013). Focusing on these musicians 
offers a perspective on the everyday practices of legitimation that contribute to the 
production of emergence of valued practices, performances, performers, and artworks – 
but also on the kinds of work that go into producing valued forms of sociality and 
interaction. In short, it allows insights into two ‘hidden’ kinds of valuing: on the one 
hand, the vernacular consecration of artists and artworks, and, on the other, the demotic 
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effort that goes into the cultivation of musical practices. 

While we have explored these ideas through qualitative work in the traditions of 
ethnography and ethnomusicology, we have simultaneously explored them through 
quantitative methods, especially social network analysis. This is not merely because one 
of our research foci is a social networking site; rather, it is because cultural value as 
conceived of above is intrinsically a matter of value-producing interactions taking place 
within a social system that exists primarily as a network of individuals. As another recent 
report into the music industry put it, ‘talent... cannot exist unless it is recognised by 
others in a network’ (Schifferes et al 2014, 15), and while Bourdieu rejected social 
network analysis, it has been observed that his theory of field ‘relies implicitly upon 
network interconnections’ (Bottero and Crossley 2011, 100).

We have found that questions arising during quantitative analysis can often be addressed 
during qualitative analysis, and that questions arise during qualitative analysis which we 
can use quantitative analysis to investigate. For example, when we asked questions 
about valuing and appreciation, people often answered about relationships. This helps 
justify our approach of investigating relationships in quantitative analysis to analyse 
value. Moreover, qualitative and quantitative findings made early in the course of the 
project played a role in reshaping questions asked and methods applied in both sides of 
the research.

While we set out (essentially) to provide a description of valuing in electronic music, we 
became increasingly occupied with the question of how these economies of valuing are 
shaped and structured by factors apparently external to them, such as class, geography, 
gender, and of course the commercial music industry. Both our qualitative and 
quantitative work suggests that, even in a largely noncommercial sphere of music-
making where distribution is largely via the internet and both public funding and 
conventional commercial sales are largely absent, these factors continue to play a major 
role in determining value.

Terminological note

In this report, we mostly use the term ‘producer’ in the sense in which it is used within 
the electronic dance music community, i.e. a person who creates original instrumental 
tracks, and not in the sense in which it is used within the music industry more generally, 
i.e. a person who oversees the recording of tracks. This sense was, with one possible 
exception, the sense in which the word ‘producer’ was used by our interviewees. We use 
the general term ‘music-maker’ to refer to DJs, producers, vocalists, and 
instrumentalists. The term ‘cultural producer’ is here used to refer to anyone engaged in 
the production of cultural artefacts (broadly construed) and their cultural value (e.g. also 
including promoters, agents, etc.).
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2. London, electronic music, and genre
London was chosen as a site for qualitative research because of its reputation as a 
centre for electronic music. Since the early 1990s, many of the most internationally 
influential genres of electronic dance music have originated in London, including jungle, 
drum and bass, UK garage, dubstep, and grime. Moreover, London is clearly an 
important international centre for other forms of electronic music, including experimental 
electronic music, live coding, electronica, ambient, etc., so that we could be assured of a 
wide variety both of interviewees and of sites for observational research. The choice 
turned out to be fortuitous, because, as we found, both in our qualitative and in our 
quantitative research and as this report will explain, London appears to be a uniquely 
privileged location for the production of value in electronic music.

Just as we allowed our research subjects (in both the qualitative and the quantitative 
study) to define themselves as London-based or not, we adopted an emic rather than 
etic approach to what would count as electronic music. On SoundCloud, music is less 
often marked as ‘electronic’ than as belonging to a genre recognised as electronic. Our 
research subjects too tended to talk about particular types of electronic music – trance, 
techno, grime, etc – rather than about ‘electronic music’ in the abstract. While not all of 
our interviewees primarily produce electronic dance music, it is clear that traditions of 
electronic music-making unrelated to dance culture hold a relatively marginal position 
both in London and on SoundCloud (which perhaps explains why live coding is 
increasingly re-branded as ‘algorave’). The following points are broadly characteristic of 
the music whose production and consumption we found ourselves to be studying:

1. Absence of or lack of emphasis on lyrics and original vocals

2. Individual tracks primarily identified with a producer rather than with a singer, 
rapper / MC, or band 

3. Produced in studios (increasingly, home studios) and played (typically on CD 
decks) with live interventions by a DJ (beat-matching, rewinds, etc.)

4. Sound is dominated by electronic instruments and optionally also by digital 
samples of vocals and/or conventional instruments

5. Designed for play and/or distribution as part of a continuous DJ mix, and not just 
as discrete tracks

6. For the most part, suitable for dancing

Not all of the above would apply to all genres of electronic music – for example, the first 
two points would not apply to music described as ‘electronic pop’ or ‘electronic rock’ and 
might not apply to music described as ‘electronica’, and the last point would not apply to 
music described as ‘ambient’ – but they represent a set of default assumptions about 
what electronic music generally is within our online and offline research locations, and 
would accurately describe most of the music produced or played by most of our 
interviewees.
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3. SoundCloud, electronic music, and demography
SoundCloud was founded in 2007 by Eric Wahlforss and Alexander Ljung as a way in 
which to allow musicians to share tracks with one another for the purposes of 
collaboration:

We both came from backgrounds connected to music, and it was just really, really 
annoying for us to collaborate with people on music – I mean simple 
collaboration, just sending tracks to other people in a private setting, getting 
some feedback from them, and having a conversation about that piece of music. 
In the same way that we’d be using Flickr for our photos, and Vimeo for our 
videos, we didn’t have that kind of platform for our music. (Buskirk, 2009)

It has had from the beginning a particular association with electronic music, as many of 
its early adopters were drawn from the Berlin techno scene. As the above suggests, it 
was initially used more for sharing and collaboration between musicians than for 
dissemination of music to consumers. However, by 2013 it had come to be regarded as 
the ‘YouTube of audio’ (Mac, 2013). 

The comparison is apt. Just as YouTube is the market leader among video-streaming 
sites, SoundCloud is the market leader among audio-streaming sites. Like YouTube, 
SoundCloud is both a media-sharing site and a social networking site for media 
producers and consumers; like YouTube, it permits users to comment on media that they 
consume via the site; like YouTube, it allows streaming not only through the site itself, 
but through  widgets embedded in pages on other sites and through dedicated 
smartphone and tablet apps; like YouTube, it is used both as a publication or broadcast 
medium for content unavailable through conventional channels (especially by amateur 
media producers) and as a platform for publicising content published or broadcast 
through conventional channels (especially by professionals and media corporations); and 
like YouTube, it also enables content to be shared privately. However, there are also 
some notable differences between it and the older and larger site. Perhaps key among 
these is SoundCloud’s approach to monetisation, copyright, and licensing. YouTube is ad-
supported, and provides a cut of advertising revenue to users who have joined its 
Partner Program. It carries very large volumes of copyright material uploaded without 
permission, ranging from songs to TV shows, with these typically being removed only 
after a takedown request from the owner. SoundCloud, on the other hand, is supported 
by the subscription fees of the minority of users who have paid for ‘pro’ accounts, and it 
does not provide a direct means for users to make money, except via a ‘buy’ link that 
can optionally be added to tracks. SoundCloud appears to carry relatively little 
unauthorised content, perhaps thanks to its content protection system, which 
automatically recognises copyright media (a possible reflection of the website’s location 
in Germany, where copyright in digital media is more strictly enforced than in the US). 
SoundCloud users also form a far ‘friendlier’ community than YouTube, with comments 
on tracks being generally positive, as against the famously antagonistic and offensive 
comments posted on media uploaded to the latter website (see Pihlaja, 2014). And while 
SoundCloud is also used for other kinds of audio media, such as spoken word podcasts, 
it is overwhelmingly used for music – unlike YouTube, which is used for disseminating all 
kinds of audiovisual content and has a large and active ‘vlogging’ or ‘vodcasting’ 
community. Lastly, SoundCloud has a clear association not just with a single kind of 
content, i.e. music, but with a specific genre of that content, i.e. electronic dance music. 
As one of our interviewees remarked:

I guess electronic music does the best on SoundCloud. Like Katy B on the Rinse 
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FM label – she is a chart-topping artist, and her SoundCloud gets a decent 
amount of hits, but compared to someone like AlunaGeorge, who came through 
the electronic avenue – they’ve got like a million followers where Katy B will only 
have 20000.

SoundCloud has a developer-friendly API (application programming interface): a set of 
programming and data access tools that make data-scraping the site relatively 
straightforward. This API makes SoundCloud an ideal site to investigate how musicians 
produce value in an online environment. Users of the site can choose to identify 
themselves with a city and country, and this information is available through the API. 
Users can ‘like’ tracks (there is no equivalent of YouTube’s ‘vote down’ button), follow 
other users (thus receiving notification of any tracks those users release), join groups of 
users, leave comments on tracks, etc., with all of this becoming public data available for 
harvesting via the API. User-provided metadata also becomes accessible via the API.

However, there are limits to the questions that can be asked of SoundCloud through 
quantitative analysis of automatically-harvested data. In the Methodology section we 
discuss how we adapted our analysis to account for limitations placed on the amount of 
data one can harvest through SoundCloud in a single request, which raised issues when 
we studied users with (for example) a very large number of followers. 

A further issue encountered in studying SoundCloud users was that the SoundCloud user 
profile does not include any information from which age, class, gender, ethnicity, or 
sexuality can be inferred. In this, it contrasts both with Facebook and with Google+ (the 
social networking site membership of which is required for commenting or rating 
YouTube videos), each of which provides a richer profile. From a research point of view, 
the absence of this information is frustrating, because each of these variables has 
immense symbolic and practical importance to the production and consumption of music. 
It hardly needs pointing out that, since the mid-twentieth century, popular music has 
been primarily associated with youth. But many other demographic variables are deeply 
implicated in musical value: recognition of talent in the music profession is often argued 
to be sexually biased (see Schifferes et al 2014, 30); genres of music are associated 
with consumers of particular ethnic and status groups (see Peterson and Simkus 1992); 
it has been argued that people of working class origin are increasingly excluded from 
music-making (see BBC 2013) and found that non-white musicians continue to complain 
of racial discrimination (see Banks et al 2014, 29-34); and while some of the most 
influential genres of electronic music have their roots in the cultural production of sexual 
minorities, they have become less visibly associated with those minorities as the genres 
have become more mainstream (see Garcia 2014). Exclusion from the production of 
cultural value is thus an issue that we were able to study more straightforwardly through 
qualitative than quantitative methods. On the other hand, SoundCloud’s (probably 
unintentional) enforcement of colour-blindness, gender-blindness, age-blindness, 
sexuality-blindness, and class-blindness can in itself be regarded as a research finding: 
the fact that members of the community that it has developed to serve have not 
demanded the ability to advertise where they went to school, where they work, who they 
are in a relationship with, etc., may in itself tell us something about how they 
understand such information to relate to musical activity (i.e. distantly at best – for 
example where the assumption is that people involved in a particular musical scene will 
be so demographically similar to one another that there is simply no need to provide 
such information about individual performers or members of the audience). 

No assumption is made that SoundCloud users will be typical of users of other websites 
(such as YouTube), nor that users of websites will be typical of music-makers and 
audiences without internet access.
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4. Qualitative research

4.1 Data collection
We interviewed a total of eight individuals, all based in London, and carried out 
ethnographic observation at four live performances in London. These included two 
clubnights, a party organised by a London-based music website, and a performance 
staged as part of a Crafts Council-funded event. Interviews took a semi-structured form, 
following a protocol included in the methodology section of this report, and were 
subsequently audio-recorded and transcribed. Transcripts from the electronic music 
producers’ panel at the live event were also treated as qualitative data. Questions were 
asked by ethnomusicologist Luis-Manuel Garcia, an expert on electronic dance music, 
and the panelists were Tim Ingham of the ambient band Winterlight, Chad McKinney of 
the live coding band Glitch Lich, and Paul Lynch, a leading DJ, producer, and promoter in 
the instrumental grime scene, better known by his stage name of Slackk.

4.2 Emerging themes
This section reports eight themes arising from the qualitative research. Where quotations 
from interviews are presented as indented text, a paragraph break always indicated a 
change of speaker; in field notes, a paragraph break indicates that the two paragraphs 
are from notes taken by different members of the team. Quotations from the panel have 
not been anonymised, because the statements were made in a fully public forum.

4.2.1 Scenes as valuing communities
Our qualitative research confirms that music is made and appreciated in valuing 
communities, or ‘scenes’, within which people are differentially valued. Scenes appear to 
be based primarily around genre, although also around location (see 4.2.8, below), and 
getting into them requires work, often with both online and offline approaches on the 
part of would-be members. They appear to provide a space for the sort of autonomy 
from the market that Bourdieu saw as characteristic of legitimate and avant garde 
cultural production (see section 1, above). One interviewee spoke as follows:

I guess there’s a certain kind of London underground scene with DJs who have 
been playing a long time who never had mainstream success, but are absolutely 
respected in the underground. And there’s a very – there is a strict aesthetic that 
goes with that as well.... ’cause there’s lots of tricks that have been invented in 
mainstream electronic music – er dance music – that are sort of guaranteed 
crowd pleasers.... And the people I respect avoid that completely.

Interaction within scenes appears to be simultaneously social and aesthetic, so that the 
boundary between friendship and valuing of work is blurred, especially when music-
makers collaborate. Another interviewee remarked:

[I]t’s hard to discern between what is just enjoying a conversation with someone 
and what is them valuing the music. But these people clearly value their music 
enough to give some of their time to me. In the sense of what they’ve sensed is, 
you make something that challenges and interests me which means that you 
must be a person like X therefore having a conversation with you might be 
worthwhile.... I normally very rarely actually comment saying ‘this is cool’ any 
more. What I might do now is being like, ‘I really, really like this, let’s collaborate.’ 
That’s my real way of showing value is like, ‘would you like to work with me?’ Not 
because I highly value my stuff necessarily – it’s more that it’s like, in my view, 
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that’s the best of saying something. It’s like ‘this is great.’

In the panel at the live event, there was more discussion of the blurred line between 
personal feelings towards music-makers and aesthetic feelings about their work:

Tim Ingham: For the most part, you know, the people whose music I tend to like 
a lot especially if I know them personally I tend to also like their personality. I 
would say if I get to know them it tends to get pretty mixed up pretty quickly. 
And there are may be time that I’m more interested in a particular track that 
they’ve made than maybe I would have been if I didn’t know them personally.

Paul Lynch: If someone... send[s me] a great tune and [I] think, ‘yeah, but 
they’re a complete prick on Twitter,’ then strangely I will be less likely, you know, 
to promote their record when it’s coming out. Because if you’re an arsehole, I 
don’t care.

The social aspect of interaction within scenes was ascribed a value of its own by one 
interviewee, who suggested that his investment of time in a particular scene would have 
been worthwhile even if he never sees any material benefit from it: ‘even if my career 
goes nowhere, I consider it finding friends, likeminded people.’ Yet it is through such 
communities that producers appear to attain the prize of a record deal (see above), and 
this again became a focus of discussion at the live event. Tim Ingham suggested that, 
for him at least, this had come about through participation in an online scene:

Tim Ingham: I can name five acts that were all unsigned that I was all pretty 
friendly with on MySpace. And we did a lot of exchanging remixes and stuff like 
that which is where I originally got noticed in that particular scene. And we’re all 
now signed to the same label.

However, this did not appear to imply that online sociality alone would be sufficient to 
sustain a scene: Ingham also clarified that online relationships between musicians 
tended to be sustained only if they extended into offline, face-to-face interactions. Paul 
Lynch, on the other hand, suggested that in electronic dance music, entrance to a scene 
could only come through being played by a DJ who was already established in that 
scene:

Paul Lynch: I mean certainly from a dance music DJ perspective, you are always 
elevated by someone. It’s like the bring-in, you know, someone plays you and 
then they hear you and its like, ‘Wow! That tune that someone played,’ but, from 
our perspective, it’s always going to be the DJ who brings someone in. As much 
as the SoundCloud and all that sort of stuff. You might have a tune that gets 
played on SoundCloud, but unless you’re given an endorsement within a scene by 
that sort of producer, I don’t personally think anyone will make it in like a DJ-
based field unless you’re getting an endorsement from that DJ or whoever, label 
or whatever.

The overall impression we gathered was of scenes as social networks within which 
individuals are linked by ties of friendship and of valuing (where one appears to imply 
the other), as well as by a shared commitment to a particular genre. Value is unequally 
distributed within these communities, with some music-makers being more highly 
regarded than others, and some individuals possibly playing a gatekeeping role.

4.2.2 Cultural value and economic value
Among most interviewees, there was explicit acceptance that the digitisation of music 
distribution has had a catastrophic effect on the amount of money that can be acquired 
through music-making. As Schifferes et al put it, ‘the old revenue models are shrinking; 
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but many new revenue streams pay lowly rewards’ (2014, 29). Digitisation has 
proliferated means, both legal and illegal (but socially accepted), by which music can be 
consumed on demand for free, which has decimated the potential for earning a living 
from royalties. However, young musicians still seem to aspire to what they did in the 
1960s: an album deal. Three of our interviewees had already achieved this, with two 
having had albums released already and the third being in the process of recording his 
first. Paradoxically, this album was to be released neither as a download nor even as a 
CD but as a vinyl record, with digital download codes included as a sort of free gift: as 
he put it, ‘no-one buys digital, really, anyway.’

This in itself was an interesting finding. For some years, vinyl persisted as a medium for 
the publication of dance music because it was required for the record turntables used by 
DJs. However, DJs are now more likely to use CD decks, on which they play CDs on 
which they have burned their own choice of music (often downloaded illegally). It 
therefore seems that vinyl records persist simply because, as physical objects, they have 
maintained their value while digital objects have been devalued. During fieldwork, one of 
the researchers met the co-owner of a small, new record label, which had made enough 
money by releasing material in the form of ‘pay what you want’ downloads in order to 
invest in the production of a vinyl record: clearly regarded not as a step backwards, but 
as a step up.

The continued attachment to vinyl appears to function as a way of preserving an income 
stream – however small – from the sale of music to consumers. However, there is no 
suggestion that sales could provide enough income to live on (at least for the vast 
majority of music producers) since the potential market for vinyl records is so small. An 
important finding is thus that, while the production of music has become economically 
almost worthless, live DJ work in clubs and bars remains relatively valuable – and that 
valued producers have an advantage in getting paying DJ gigs. Producing and DJing are 
thus separate but related realms of work, often carried out by the same people. One 
interviewee explained as follows:

In terms of selling music, I do sell music and it’s not somewhere that I look at as 
a revenue for making a lot of money because selling music doesn’t make a lot of 
money until you get to a really high level. And even then it’s not as much as it 
would have been in the past. So it’s kind of a necessity to be a DJ to actually 
make the music, to make money from music.... But in the other sense the music 
is what gets you the bookings anyway more than your DJ skills. You can be the 
best DJ in the world and not get any bookings. But if you have a hit song then 
people are going to book you.

Even DJ work does not appear to be particularly well-remunerated, however. One DJ 
reported that he and his DJing partner were able to earn as much as £300 between them 
in a night, but this depended on the generosity of the bar manager and involved working 
continuously until 5am. When asked how much money he made from music, one well-
regarded producer and DJ replied ‘fuck all’, explaining that whatever money he did make 
from music, he ‘put back in’ (for example by investing in his recording studio). Given 
such poor returns, disavowals of financial motives such as the following should be taken 
seriously:

I don’t need the money.... I’ve already got a job and it pays my bills and I’m 
happy with that.

I make enough money as it is.

Because I work for a living, I’m not too bothered about bookings.
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Although a recent study of professional musicians found only 34% ‘work[ing] additional 
jobs’ and 52% ‘spending all... of their working time as musicians’ (DHA Communications 
2012, 14), all of our interviewees derived the bulk of their income from jobs other than 
producing and DJing, and just two had music-related ‘day jobs’, with one working in 
radio and the other managing a live music venue. One interviewee suggested that DJing 
would soon cease to be a viable way of making money, because of the development of 
automated DJ software.

4.2.3 Producers, DJs, and downloads
Interviewees expressed different opinions about how free downloads affect the value of 
music. The idea that a DJ adds value to a piece of music by incorporating it in his/her set 
was expressed by several interviewees, though there were different ideas about the kind 
of value that was added. A particularly interesting standpoint was taken by a successful 
producer who did not work as a DJ, but argued that the value of an electronic dance 
music track exists only as potential until it is combined with other tracks in a DJ mix:

If you actually just listen to a techno track on its own for the entire six minutes 
that it goes on, then there’s absolutely – there’s nothing there... as an 
experience, it’s completely devoid of what – what a mix would be like with that 
tune in it.

Another way in which value is added is through drawing audience attention to particular 
pieces of music. One of the DJs we interviewed also used his role in popularising tracks 
as a justification for playing them without first purchasing them legally:

I mean I play because it’s good. Yes I didn’t pay for it but at the same time 
people come to me and say what was the song that you just played. And I say, oh 
yeah it was from this guy. They say, oh can I have it, can I have the name. Then 
that creates publicity for the person. So it’s also one way of appreciate, I didn’t 
buy it. Yes I like it, I downloaded it but at the same time I’ve played it in a club 
for people to come up to me to say, this is some good stuff where did you get it 
from. You know, so it doesn’t necessarily be cash, necessarily. It can be just 
advertising. It’s part of advertising if I do play it in a club, you know, for people to 
appreciate it because they like it so that’s one form I can say.

One of the producer-DJs argued that producers should make it legally possible for DJs to 
include their tracks on podcasts for redistribution online without paying, provided that 
the podcasts were also distributed for free. This would presumably involve releasing 
them under something like a Creative Commons attribution-noncommercial (CC BY-NC) 
licence:

What I think would be brilliant is if [producers] were sharing tracks for podcasts. 
It would be excellent if people made things free and available so that when I 
come to put together a podcast which I’ve taken the time to select the tracks and 
create something which I consider to be special it would be great if I could have 
that music for free so that I wasn’t outlaying like £15 to £20 to put a mix on my 
website which isn’t going to make me any money back. And that’s really just a 
case of whether or not the individual musicians are happy to share that music. 
But it’s definitely helpful knowing that other producers are liking their music 
because it’s more likely they’re going to give me their tracks to play and off the 
back of that I’m giving them some promotion. 

A popular online DJ entered into individual arrangements with producers on precisely this 
basis, and expressed frustration with those who did not see the value of it for 
themselves. Informal versions of such individual arrangements appear to be 
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characteristic of the instrumental grime scene, in which producers give DJs explicit or 
implicit permission to include their work in their sets for free, including where this 
involves online re-distribution. Paul Lynch plays an especially important role here by 
creating monthly mixtapes of other producers’ work and releasing them through 
SoundCloud, using the account associated with his influential clubnight, Boxed. At the 
live event, Lynch presented the playing of freely-given tracks as an exchange from which 
both parties benefited:

Paul Lynch: There’s a kind of an exclusivity in terms of DJing where you’ll only 
make your name because you’ve got a certain sound that no one else has. If 
you’re just playing stuff that you can readily get and everyone can, there’s no 
audience for you because you could be anyone. So in a sense I kind of made my 
own name in terms of DJing because I was playing quite unknown people and 
quite unknown songs.... So, yeah. I think I have increased exposure for a lot of 
people in that sense but it’s also in turn increased the exposure for me. It’s like a 
two-way process in a way.

Lynch’s emphasis on the two-way nature of the benefit is important, especially in context 
of the fact that DJ work is so often better remunerated than production. If we recall this 
project’s theoretical conception of cultural value as produced by the cultural choices of 
valued individuals (see Section 1), we can put forward the idea that, within dance music 
scenes, the most important cultural choice is the DJ’s choice of which tracks to include in 
a mix. It can then be supposed that, because Lynch is valued as a DJ, he is able to 
produce substantial amounts of value for tracks by playing them in his sets.

One of the things we have learnt from our research on the instrumental grime scene is 
that repeated plays of a commercially unreleased track in the right context can lead to a 
record deal, and in some cases are even referred to in publicity for the subsequent 
commercial release: the commercially released record then appears as a sort of 
crystallisation of the track’s success within a scene. This recalls Bourdieu’s argument that 
once one has accumulated a sufficient amount of the capital specific to a cultural field, it 
can be ‘converted’ into economic capital. On the other hand, there is a clear danger 
inherent in sharing digital artefacts too widely, because one of the principal means by 
which musicians can hope to achieve this conversion is by signing record deals – which is 
to say, by selling monopolies on the distribution of their work. As one of our interviewees 
explained:

I don’t want to give anyone the file because that devalues it for a label, right. If 
you release the files for free who is going to want to release the files for money? 

Perhaps in part because this makes his SoundCloud stream the only place where it is 
possible to hear his work, this producer has more followers on SoundCloud than anyone 
else we interviewed. His point is a strong one, and there seems to be no particular 
advantage to sharing material with individuals who will not add value. But without some 
form of non-commercial sharing, the process described above, leading from DJ plays to 
commercial release, cannot begin. This probably explains why producers we interviewed 
seem on the whole more likely to give free copies of tracks to specific people than to 
make them available for free download by just anyone, despite the difficulty or 
impossibility of enforcing copyright. The use of Creative Commons licences or an 
equivalent would be in conflict with this strategy.
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4.2.4 Sharing and self-promotion
One interviewee, who works for a radio station, explained as follows:

I [used to think that] blogs automatically picked up people’s music and then just 
started writing about it. But most people that get their music played on blogs or 
in magazines send it to them. I didn’t realise it. Even when I’m speaking to 
certain labels now they didn’t realise that other labels have people that do PR for 
them and stuff like that. And they just think things get picked up. 

He explained that this approach had become part of his professional practice. In fact, he 
now incorporates free sharing of material with a carefully controlled group of people as a 
stage in the process of composition itself:

in the early stages of making a tune I might send it out to just a few select DJs or 
something or producers. And not even necessarily ask for feedback but normally 
if I get feedback, then that’s a good sign especially if you haven’t asked for it, 
otherwise they would normally just not say anything. But then sometimes again 
they won’t say anything and then I’ll listen to their radio show and they’re playing 
it, which must mean that they like it in a certain way.

This is an approach to the production of music – and its value – that simply would not 
have been possible in the pre-digital era. While record labels have long invested in 
limited releases and pre-release radio play as a way of generating publicity for music, 
and musicians have long invested in ‘demo tapes’ to attract the interest of record labels, 
the idea that an individual musician should share tracks with DJs both in order to seek 
feedback to help him or her improve the material and in order to create interest in it 
ahead of an official release seems new, and would probably have been economically 
impossible with pre-digital distribution. 

Just as the ubiquity of digital home studio use within electronic music has blurred the 
boundary between the composition, playing, and recording of music, hence the rise of 
the blanket term ‘production’ to cover all these things, the use of electronic media to 
share music ahead of release appears to be blurring the boundary between production 
(so defined), market research, and publicity. These changes to professional practice for 
music-makers could potentially work more to the benefit of record labels than of 
musicians, since they not only remove the need for the former to invest money in studio 
time, but also potentially create an expectation that the latter should demonstrate the 
marketability of tracks prior to the signing of a record deal. Schifferes et al allude to the 
ambiguities of this situation when they write that ‘[a]rtists perhaps have more power to 
determine their trajectory, but it comes with responsibility and requires their own 
investment’ (2014, 29). Like Banks et al (2014, 29), we found music-makers to have 
mixed feelings about this expansion in the responsibilities of the professional or semi-
professional musician. While the above-quoted producer appeared to relish the challenge 
of marketing his own tracks, another would have preferred the old division of labour:

my attitude to promotion and networking’s always been sort of – wave my hands 
at it, ignore it as much as possible!... I mean – it was my attitude that the label 
should be doing that for me, which is er – completely the wrong attitude. I think 
in this day and age, artists have to manage that themselves. 
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4.2.5 The value of music-making
Orientating to a perceived crisis in the possibility for professional music making to 
continue in the digital era (see 4.2.2, above), two of our interviewees argued that 
engaging in the making of music has value separate from the value of the music itself 
(financial or otherwise):

[Music has] gotten easier to make, easier to publish and everyone wants to do it 
now. We still have a very music-fuelled culture. I do think we are going back to 
more of a folk music type of offering where everyone makes their own kind of 
music, and people listen to what’s in their immediate vicinity more than, you 
know, except for the occasional huge record that comes. People are so busy 
making music they don’t really listen to music so much any more.... I don’t think 
music will really go away. I think it’s too fun to make. It’s too stimulating for the 
human brain. It’s a great escapist kind of behaviour. It still soothes the savage 
beast. And so I don’t think it’s music but I think the lives of musicians has been 
changed forever. And I don’t think we’ll see the same kind of lives for musicians in 
the future.

I think it was Picasso who said, art washing away from the soul the dust of 
everyday life. And for me I think it would be great if more people were doing this. 
I’m not sure how the business model works in that respect. But in terms of 
something for the greater good I think music is that thing. And it wouldn’t 
surprise me if in 2000 years if everybody writes music as part of their school day 
and it’s not considered something that people are especially talented in or not, it’s 
considered for everyone just a form of expression which helps them sort of get rid 
of anything that’s bugging them and feel happy.

4.2.6 Art for art’s sake and the value of the valuer
Several of our interviewees appeared to orient to an opposition that can be related to the 
musicological dichotomy between ‘absolute music’ (music that exists for its own sake) 
and ‘functional music’ (music with that accompanies other activities; e.g., music for 
dancing or marching); a further opposition in their discourse appeared to mirror Turino’s 
(2008) contrast between ‘participatory’ and ‘presentational’ genres. While electronic 
dance music as a whole might be assumed to be at the ‘functional’ and ‘participatory’ 
end of the spectrum, some forms of electronic dance music appeared to be more 
‘presentational’ in character, and (unlike functional music) to appeal to unquantifiable 
criteria for success, including the elicitation of hard-to-define personal responses. The 
following quotes represent the most extreme expressions of these different approaches 
from among our interviewees:

I don’t play to please myself. I can play my own songs at home. I play just to get 
a reaction from the people and the people get a reaction off me.

I don’t want to care about what [members of the audience] think because 
something my Rabbi once said to me was like, are you doing it for the people or 
would you be happy to play the clarinet if no one heard it and only God can 
listen? And I was like, ‘Yeah, no, you’re right.’1

Music-makers have a sense of their relative value, and talk about it. On this basis, they 
form expectations about who is likely to be worth cultivating a relationship with. They 
are also keenly aware of who is doing a favour to whom when two music-makers of 

1 Like several other interviewees, this electronic music producer also plays a conventional instrument.
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unequal status agree to work together (e.g. when one remixes another’s track):

I mean often the people who really value aren’t people who are signed and have 
got big careers. It’s like often these people are like nothing in that sense. And I’m 
like not in a condescending, ‘I can help you with that’ way. In a way like, ‘Hey, 
we’re both at the same sort of level here.’ Or it’s just something that’s interesting 
enough that I try it. Or in one or two cases it’s been like, ‘I think I can work with 
you even though you’re a couple of steps further down the line than I am.’

I think with producers I mainly only show actual appreciation to the ones who 
maybe I know or kind of feel like they’re within reach.... If I’ve just randomly 
heard the song and I thought ‘This is amazing’ then I may get in contact with 
them if I feel they’re at a certain level where they would reply to me. So if they’re 
a massive superstar then me telling them I like their stuff it just feels like I’m just 
another one telling them.... But if they’re someone I might bump in to one day or 
something like that then I have no problem just telling them ‘I really like your 
song.’ That’s because it feels like they might come back and say ‘thanks’ or ‘I 
appreciate that.’ But, I don’t know, it’s the levels thing.

A number of producers we interviewed declared that all appreciation is valuable, whether 
it comes from other producers or from non-producing listeners (a stance that invites 
future reflection, since it stands in tension with one of our main arguments). One liked 
getting positive comments from respected producers but felt that the real proof of his 
work’s value lay in whether it connected with its audience:

I think it matters the same.... it does mean a lot when someone else who is 
respected says a good comment. It means an awful lot. But... the ultimate is... 
for the tune to be so solid that it connects with people.

However, two interviewees appeared to regard the best expressions of value as those 
that demonstrate close attention and understanding. One was happiest about responses 
that show that ‘someone’s actually listened, given some proper feedback’, and stated 
that ‘it seems weird to [him] that you could [listen to his work repeatedly] and not 
express anything at all’, going on to explain that people who do that are unlikely to be 
producers. The other spoke as follows:

[I]f someone comes back to me saying ‘oh I like that here from this tune’ – it’s 
actually quite rare that someone's paid enough attention to actually hear the 
structure of the tune, notice these details. So I guess if I, yeah, if I’m talking to 
another artist, and I’ll actually try to make an effort to talk about details and 
artistic things rather than just saying, you know, ‘awesome’.

Such remarks, in contrast to others just mentioned, support the idea that appreciation 
from other music-makers is more important than appreciation from ‘ordinary’ audience 
members. Moreover, in some electronic music scenes, the latter barely exist, such that 
any appreciation is likely to come from fellow music-makers. At the live event, two of the 
performers stated that the audiences for their music largely consisted of music-makers, 
and one suggested that his audience had initially consisted of music-makers, though it 
had since expanded: 

Chad McKinney: I play some rather I would argue esoteric music at times. And I 
would say most of the people who talked to me and are excited about my music 
tend to be people who are also themselves musicians or composers or creative in 
some way. And so they’re often inspired by a particular technique or approach or 
something that I’ve done. And I would say the vast majority of the crowd for the 
kind of music that I tend to make also they themselves tend to be creators and 
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makers.

Tim Ingham: I think that’s quite true of most small scale electronica stuff, you 
know. So, for example, even in my genre, if I play a gig, half the audience are in 
bands. And those that aren’t in bands have got a little set up in their bedroom.

Paul Lynch: To second that, certainly in the early days when we launched our 
particular night, you know... it was producers, some DJs, and it was people, you 
know, from that team, and I think it grows organically from that, but a lot of it is 
just fellow nerds I suppose.

This corresponds closely with Bourdieu’s model for the functioning of avant-garde art 
movements and their (possible, though not inevitable) progress towards more 
mainstream success (see Sections 1 and 4.2.1): value is initially produced in a situation 
where music is made for an audience consisting of its maker’s peers, and may eventually 
come to be recognised more widely. (Note that when Ingham says ‘even in my genre’, he 
is orientating to the fact that his form of electronic music is somewhat closer to the 
mainstream than McKinney’s.)

4.2.7 Genre and the embodiment of value 
Interviewees who worked as DJs emphasised not only the importance of physical 
expressions of value, but also the ways in which these vary by genre. There appear to be 
different gestures and different modes of bodily comportment that indicate valuing, 
depending on the genre of the music being played:

The first thing that jumps to mind is what genre am I playing, and that makes a 
huge difference as to reading if people are enjoying it or not. As I was saying, I 
make very euphoric music as my sort of identity really.… one of the tracks I 
played [at a trance night], this girl came over and she showed me her arms and 
she said ‘Look, I’ve got goosebumps all on my arms.’ There were other people 
coming over and high fiving me or shaking my hand when I played something 
that they liked.… I take any kind of sign when I’m playing trance music or 
progressive house music, anything where someone will throw their arms up in the 
air or close their eyes, or just smile really which is what I love about that music. 
It had a real release about it. That’s how I read people there. But then when I’m 
playing music which I would say is more fashionable – because trance music 
really is not in fashion, here in London at least – it depends, I mean I find that 
the deep house and techno scene has a much more understated appreciation.… 
[And at a pop night you see] people enjoying being with each other and dancing, 
rather than at a trance night, everyone will face the DJ and everyone is in their 
own world, really. You rarely see people dancing together in a trance night. People 
face the front.

Surprisingly, we get away with playing some [headphones music] at [the 
instrumental grime night] and people just appreciate it. They don’t necessarily 
dance to it. When it plays I might play it at the beginning or end of a set but they 
don’t leave. They don’t leave the dance floor, they still just stand there and listen 
to it.

The people I play for, if they appreciate me, they shout, they scream, they’re like, 
‘Yeah, that’s the tune!’ That makes me happy. I bounce off them, you know. So I 
play for people and they’re enjoying the music, I bounce off them. If I’m playing 
and no one is dancing, I’m stressed. I’m literally thinking, ‘Why are they not 
dancing? I have to do something to make them dance. What am I doing wrong? 
Is it the music not right? Is it the people not right? Have I played the wrong 
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song?’… And the more kind of, say, should I use the word ‘ghetto grime’ 
environment, they will hit the walls. Bam, bam, bam, bam, bam like yeah. 
They’re enjoying the song. They want me to play it again. They will hit the walls. 
They will hit the ceilings. They will do all sorts.

The following extracts from researcher field notes emphasise these specific forms of 
physical valuing:

[During Slackk’s set I moved around the venue.] Notably, most of the people on 
the dance floor and [in a raised area near the DJ booth] faced not one another 
(e.g. to dance or flirt or talk), but rather the DJ booth, watching Slackk and 
moving to the music or dancing. I imagine my reasons for going up to the front 
overlapped with those of many others in the area. It wasn’t simply that I wanted 
to see what was going on, but that I was giving Slackk the opportunity to see me 
there, enjoying his music. In short, it seems to me that how and where people 
stood and moved, and who they went up to see (and be seen by) was a 
performance of valuation. I did not sense that we were facing the DJ booth 
primarily to see what was going on inside. There were occasional moments of 
interest – some extroverted DJ gestures, a flashy rewind from time to time – but 
there was a lot less to see than, say, at a rock show. We were watching what the 
DJs did, but we were also showing support and opening up channels of (largely 
non-verbal) communication with them.

[The audience member I’m talking to] gestures at the DJs, who are standing by 
the bar. He says, ‘They’re all trying to find a sound that will make people go what 
the fuck?’ [He] screws [his] face up. ‘They all want to see people screwing their 
faces up.’

These physical expressions of value appeared to have more emotional significance for 
music-makers than the verbal expressions of value communicated online. The following 
statements are from a signed and an unsigned producer respectively:

I think playing live is probably what I value most about the whole thing – over – 
it’s more important than releasing stuff. (Interesting. Do you have any idea why 
that is?) Well it’s partly – partly just instant feedback from people. Much better 
than just releasing a record and never really hearing anything back from anybody 
about it!... I mean you get the odd email saying, well ‘Liked this album’ and – but 
it’s kind of... it’s – it’s far more of an objective result if you’ve got an entire room 
of people dancing sweatily, then you know you’ve done something right.

(How do you know when you’ve been appreciated?) SoundCloud has been very 
useful, the comment section.... But the best way I tell actually is when I DJ and I 
play one of my own records, that’s the ultimate test of whether or not people see 
value in it.

This theme potentially tells us a lot about music and value. Firstly, it emphasises that 
valuing involves communication between music-makers and their audiences. Secondly, it 
suggests that more immediate and embodied forms of such communication provide for a 
more intense experience of valuing and being valued. Thirdly, it exemplifies the diversity 
and specificity of valuing: screwing one’s face up, throwing one’s hands up in the air, 
hitting the walls, dancing with other audience members (perhaps ‘sweatily’!), standing 
and listening – these are expressions of value appropriate for particular genres of music 
(see Section 5.3.2 below for the linguistic equivalent of this diversity). Lastly, it may 
contribute to an explanation for the continued importance of emplaced, live 
performance: audience members and music-makers need to be gathered together in a 
single physical space for these modes of valuing to become possible.
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4.2.8 Value and locality
At the live event, the three performers were asked whether physical location was still 
important, given digital communications media. All three appeared to suggest both that 
it was and that it was not:

Tim Ingham: I largely exist in a bedroom and that bedroom could be anywhere. 
I’m signed to a label from Oakland in California and I’ve probably played more 
gigs in Italy than I do anywhere else.

Chad McKinney: I live in Brighton and my brother lives in New York City and Cole 
[Ingraham] lives in Shanghai. So it matters very little where we are.… Like, we 
started in California, in Oakland actually.

Paul Lynch: We run a club night and it’s kind of based around the London grime 
scene, theoretically. But... we can be playing people like Rabit, who’s from 
Houston in Texas. Or a fellow called Strict Face who we play a lot of, and he’s 
from Adelaide in Australia. 

At the same time that these accounts appear to assert that it is not important for the 
individual music-maker to be in any specific location, they all orient to clearly located 
centres in the global music industry: London, New York, and the San Francisco Bay Area. 
In other words, digital media make a difference not by eroding the importance of place, 
but by connecting people to places in which they do not live. One does not have to be in 
London to be part of the ‘London grime scene,’ it seems – but it remains the London 
grime scene.

One of our interviewees also seemed to be in two minds about the importance of locality, 
insisting both on the existence of a sound specific to London and on the importance of 
international exchange between London and other localities:

If I listen to, some people call it outsider grime where like in America you make a 
grime track, and it wouldn’t necessarily sound the same as a typical London-
based producer. But at the same time, because of the influence of the Internet, 
that producer might influence another London-based producer. So it kind of feeds 
back into itself.

London appeared to be regarded as an especially privileged location. In fact, several 
interviewees had moved there from elsewhere, and had found this to be a great 
advantage. Perhaps unsurprisingly, given its cosmopolitan reputation, London was 
compared favourably to a rural location on the west coast of Ireland:

[C]oming to London, it’s better. I feel that I am better placed here. Just even to 
have on my profile that I’m in London. All the gatherings. I’ve 3000 followers, I 
think, now. Because if I say it was in Kerry, well where is that. They’d have to go 
on Google and actually find me.

But perhaps more surprisingly, another interviewee compared it favourably to New York:

[If] you’re in London... basically you have access to millions of people. And my 
first concert I ever produced in London, it’s a story I tell often, was a concert I 
inherited when I first came and took the job at [venue name]. And that was 
Talvin Singh... And the same night, Monday night, Tortoise with Tom Ze were at 
the Barbican. And I was just absolutely agog. That in a city with two shows, both 
of the sort of world musicky angle, both of a kind of experimental, electronic. I 
mean, you know, these guys would maybe sell 500 tickets in New York each. And 
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in New York no one knew who Tom Ze was really. You’d get a Brazilian audience 
out for him. Both shows sold out. So that night there were 4000 tickets sold on a 
Monday night for two very advanced thinking shows. So as an art director, yes, 
London is the best city in the world to be in. There really is no comparison. 

Interestingly, London was understood to consist of a collection of locales, not all of which 
were equal. East London, and especially Shoreditch – where the above interviewee is 
based – was presented as an especially good location. One interviewee noted that 
audiences there were open to less ‘commercial’ music than those in the West End, where 
his previous regular DJ job had been:

What we’ve noticed in Shoreditch – that’s different from the West End. Everyone 
is totally different and everyone – it’s totally different from the West End where 
you play a certain kind of music because they come for the same kind of 
commercial stuff. In Shoreditch... it’s very different.

Another interviewee suggested that audiences for his music tended to be drawn from 
East London even when he performed elsewhere:

Where you’d easily get the best crowd would be East London. We hosted [our 
night] a couple of times in South London but a lot of people who would actually 
want to come to the night were based in East London. So for them to come to the 
south, it’s a bit of trek for them. So it’s weird. Maybe it’s because of the way 
we’re branded or the kind of brand that people think that we play, people from 
the south aren’t as it to it as much because there’s not so much the hipster kind 
of crowd that was in the east.... East London seems to be like the place.

A third stated that he had been unable to connect with other musicians before moving to 
London, and identified a particular location within Shoreditch as particularly important in 
this regard:

The way I know most of my producer friends... there is an electronic music event 
here in London called Leme which is Rich Mix in Shoreditch. And that’s been April 
each year for the past two years. And most of my producer friends I’ve met 
through there. Because before I lived in London I didn’t know any one else who 
was into making electronic music as much as I was. And through going to this, 
there’s two guys that I’ve actually collaborated with since meeting them who are 
both making very good music.

The privileged status of London and the UK in the production of value is explored on a 
quantitative level in Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3, below. Shoreditch is an intensively 
gentrified area strongly associated with the creative industries, and for this reason its 
privileged status within London must be understood in class terms (see 4.2.9, below).

4.2.9 Exclusion from the production of value
Section 3 alluded to the potential for exclusion from the production of cultural value 
(which is fundamental both to Bourdieu’s work and to the sociology of culture more 
generally), and Section 4.2.8 has raised the possibility that such exclusion may operate 
on a geographical level. The issue of exclusion on the basis of gender was not raised by 
our interviewees, but it came up for discussion in the producers’ panel in response to an 
audience question:

Paul Lynch: I would say it’s strange because, you know, the type of music we 
make is grime I suppose. It’s traditionally been quite a male dominated genre. 
But, you know, there are a couple of producers coming to it now.... But it has 
always been quite a male dominated genre in a sense.
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Tim Ingham: My music is not particularly masculine kind of music and I get lots of 
contact from people who buy it and like it who are female. But interestingly 
enough I don’t see many female faces at gigs....

Luis-Manuel Garcia: From the online perspective it’s more gender balanced are 
you’re saying?

Tim Ingham: Yeah, yeah....

Paul Lynch: ...At our raves, our club nights, you know, maybe it does swing 
slightly more male but, you know, 60/40% in terms of male to female ratio. 
Whereas any sort of online interaction on Twitter or SoundCloud, certainly with 
myself, it’s all fellows, every single one of them – fellow, fellow, fellow.

The upshot of the discussion of this topic was unclear, but a possible implication was that 
women tend in some way to be excluded from the public production of value in electronic 
music. Lynch and Ingham both state that more men than women are present in live 
audiences for the (very different) kinds of electronic music that they make – although 
their comments could be taken to imply a more balanced gender ratio for Lynch’s genre 
(grime) than for Ingham’s (ambient). However, they appear to be referring to different 
kinds of online interaction when they report their different experiences of gender balance 
there. Lynch is explicitly talking about Twitter and SoundCloud, where he and other key 
figures in the instrumental grime scene are very active: both fora for primarily public 
interactions, where privacy is possible but not the norm. Ingham does not make clear 
through what (presumably) online medium he has been contacted by fans of his music, 
but it is perhaps most likely to be the private medium of email, as he stated during the 
panel that he had made little use of social media for promoting his music since he got 
signed. It is also worth noting that the female music-makers to whom Lynch refers are 
producers rather than DJs, where again, DJing is the more public activity. This suggests 
that the gatekeepers of his scene – and, it can readily be observed, of electronic dance 
music scenes more generally – are predominantly male. Although female DJs certainly 
exist, the performers at the gigs attended as part of the research project were 
overwhelmingly male, and the one female DJ we interviewed presented all of her mixes 
online, via the Mixcloud website. In researcher fieldnotes, there were also hints of the 
gendering of particular parts of the space in which one of the gigs attended took place:

Near bar, balance heavily male. On dancefloor, closer to parity – but still mostly 
male. Line of women in front of DJ booth.

The DJs themselves, who were all male, moved between the bar and the DJ 
booth, primarily interacting with one another. 

It should also be noted that, while certain forms of electronic dance music (especially 
house) have a strong historical association with gay performers and audiences, our 
qualitative research found no hint of such in the scenes we investigated, suggesting that 
some forms of electronic dance music (such as instrumental grime) may be associated 
with a default straight male identity. 

Hints of another form of exclusion were detected at one further point in the qualitative 
research. An audience member who approached one of the researchers at a gig 
explained that there was tension around the idea that instrumental grime is more 
‘middle class’ than the original grime scene, in which instrumental tracks are used as 
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backing loops for MCs to rap over. Comments from one of the instrumental grime 
producers that we interviewed suggested that he might have benefited from this 
perception:

If you have an MC on the bill, especially if they’ve got a criminal record, then it’s 
a different story in terms of what’s friendly or not. I’ve found with instrumental 
music, because I’m just a producer, most venues are friendly, most places are 
friendly about it.

This reluctance to play grime music featuring a rap component may result in part from 
police pressure, which has resulted in the pre-emptive closure of grime performances 
even at such prestigious venues as the Barbican (Hann, 2014). While this problem 
concerns a musical genre that is vocalist-centred rather than producer-centred and 
therefore outside the project’s remit, it indicates the extent to which the production of 
cultural value can be interrupted or blocked by authorities and institutions whose 
function is not primarily concerned with music. Just two of our interviewees did not 
engage in live performance, and we certainly have not found qualitative evidence that 
value-producing music scenes can exist purely through online interactions, so the 
cultural impact of legal opposition to live performance of particular genres is likely to 
have been very great. Without wishing to imply that instrumental grime has benefited 
from class privilege, it would clearly not be plausible to see cultural value as being 
produced in isolation from class, ethnicity, and the institutions of law and order. It is a 
well-established fact that musical genre preferences reflect both class and ethnicity (see, 
for example, Peterson and Simkus 1992, pp. 165 and 168-169), and it has repeatedly 
been argued that opposition to live performance of grime reflect police expectations of 
the ethnic profile of its performers and audiences (Hancox, 2009; Noisey, 2014).

This is a serious matter. It is not merely that cultural value produced within scenes 
whose members are drawn from socially excluded communities will be less likely to be 
recognised more widely in the long term, but that such scenes may face greater 
struggles to produce cultural value in the first place, if they are prevented from engaging 
in the kinds of cultural interaction that this study has found to be fundamental. The 
possible need, discussed in Section 4.2.8, to travel or relocate to particular cities – and 
indeed, to the gentrified ‘hipster’ areas in which the creative industries are concentrated 
within those cities – in order to engage in value-producing interactions (whether with 
audiences or with other music-makers) will inevitably produce further exclusions, 
especially on the level of class.

4.3 Limitations of the qualitative study
Given the short duration of the project, the qualitative study was intentionally limited in 
its scale and scope. Gig attendance proved particularly fruitful as a way of both gaining 
an understanding of different electronic music scenes and of gaining introductions to new 
interviewees, so this is an area in which we would hope to do more work in future. 
Expanding the study beyond London will be another priority for future work. For reasons 
that will become apparent from the following section, we are considering ways of 
carrying out observational and interview research in (a) another major metropolitan 
centre for electronic dance music within the developed world (e.g. Berlin), (b) a 
comparatively ‘provincial’ location within the UK (e.g. Brighton), and/or (c) metropolitan 
or provincial locations within the developing world (e.g. in Africa). Comparisons with 
related musical genres featuring a vocal component represent further opportunities. 
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5. Quantitative research

5.1 Ego-networks
Following expert discussion at the workshop we organised on 15 May 2014, we focused 
attention on the ego-networks of our interviewees as identified through follow 
relationships on SoundCloud. Each of these networks consists of a single, central node 
representing a SoundCloud account belonging to one of our interviewees plus nodes 
representing all the SoundCloud users that follow or are followed by him/her. It quickly 
became apparent that these networks were typically quite dense, with many follow 
relationships between users beside those linking them to the interviewee. It was also 
noticed that more users associated with London than with any other city would be found 
in these London-based music-makers’ networks. Figure 1 shows the network surrounding 
a producer signed to an independent label, who had been releasing albums for over a 
decade. He has thousands of followers on MySpace, but only a few hundred on 
SoundCloud, and is easily visible as the largest node in the graph, with 380 indegree 
(number of incoming arrows – here equal to number of followers also present in this 
network). The five most common cities in his network are identified by colour: blue for 
London, red for Berlin, purple for Budapest, dark green for Glasgow, and orange for 
Leipzig. Grey represents SoundCloud accounts associated with other cities, or with none.

The ‘bunch’ of nodes in the top right section of the graph represent SoundCloud accounts 
connected to the interviewee’s account and no other in this network. All other nodes 
have further interconnections. Three further nodes have indegree of over 80, and 27 
(7% of the nodes in the network) have indegree of 20 or more. SoundCloud is not, then, 
simply a place where this music-maker has found an audience: rather, he appears to 
have found an audience of people that also form an audience for one another. Or 
perhaps we should say that they form audiences, because there are clear hints that they 
may have more of a tendency to follow one another if associated with the same cities: 
note in particular the small group of purple Budapest nodes in the lower left part of the 
graph and the large group of blue London nodes that spreads across much of the middle 
of the graph and spans it from left to right.

Figure 2, by contrast, shows the network surrounding a newer producer whose first 
album appeared after the time of data collection. He had nearly 4000 SoundCloud 
followers, and an almost unused MySpace account with little content and no connections. 
Nodes are again coloured by city, with only the most common five once more being 
picked out: blue for London, light green for Bristol, light blue for Manchester, pink for 
Paris, and red for Berlin. As before, grey indicates less common cities or no city. The 
interviewee’s node is clearly recognisable as the largest in the graph with 3791 indegree, 
but 14 further nodes have indegree of more than 1000, and 110 (3% of the nodes in the 
network) have indegree of 300 or more. As in figure 1, then, we see listeners that listen 
to one another – albeit unequally. In fact, the second largest node in the graph 
represents the account of a SoundCloud user who was followed by very nearly half 
(48%) of the SoundCloud users that followed the interviewee. So, as with the 
interviewee whose network is represented in figure 1, people who follow this interviewee 
seem likely to follow other people who also follow him. And again, we see evidence of 
geographical patterning – though this is now much clearer, because the numbers are 
larger. London occupies the middle part of the graph (and accounts for most of the 
largest nodes), and Bristol, a green swathe from the upper right down to the bottom. 
Paris and Berlin appear in pink and red at the top and left of the graph. Light blue 
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Manchester nodes are sprinkled across the areas occupied by London and Bristol.

From such observations, it became apparent that, if following indicates valuing, there are 
regularities in the circulation of value. It appears, for instance, that people may value 
the work of music-makers similar to themselves in terms of location – perhaps because 
they are more likely to have seen them perform live. But when 48% of those that 
publicly value one music-maker in this way are also found to publicly value a specific 
music-maker from a different city, it can be suggested that further similarities may be at 
play. In this case, further investigation confirmed that both the interviewee and the 
individual represented by the second-largest node in the graph self-identified as 
producers of the same genre of electronic dance music: instrumental grime.

5.2 Following as valuing in the random sample
As explained under Methodology (below), we moved from snowball sampling to the use 
of a 150000-user random sample in order to study the extent to which patterns that 
seemed to be apparent in the snowball sample could be observed more generally. We 
focused on location and genre as our research had suggested their importance for the 
production of value (4.2.1, 4.2.7, 4.2.8, and 5.1). Assessment of location and genre 
relied entirely on information that SoundCloud members provided about themselves and 
their tracks, which clearly included a performative element. For example, the 
SoundCloud account for one rock band gave its location as the small town in which the 
band’s long-deceased singer had been born: the band was never really based there, and 
is certainly not based there now. But there is no evidence that such counterfactual 
claims are the norm. For example, those of our interviewees who used SoundCloud all 
provided accurate location data for themselves in their profiles. And while ‘naturally 
occurring’ data such as this is always imperfect, we would insist that large-scale patterns 
that emerge from it can be very useful in understanding phenomena. 

5.2.1 Overall statistics

Table 1: Numbers of followers, etc. across the whole sample

n
Followers Following Tracks

Mean Median StDev Mean Median StDev Mean Median StDev

Whole sample 150000 19 1 2071 21 1 76 1 0 5

Uploaders only 17357 127 7 6087 49 6 172 6 3 14

Followed by 
whole sample 1159599 1183 41 39607 192 35 415 8 0 73

Followed by 
uploaders 488195 2669 114 61010 330 77 540 13 4 84

As the median figures in the first row of the above suggest, a substantial number of 
SoundCloud accounts show very little activity indeed: altogether, 40267 users in the 
sample (i.e. 27% of the total) neither followed anyone, nor were followed by anyone, nor 
had uploaded any public tracks. Many of these accounts are likely to be dormant or 
completely unused. However, 58% of users in the sample followed other users, and 52% 
had followers of their own.

The overall profile of users in the sample was quite different from the profile of the users 
that they followed: the latter not only had far more followers, but followed more users in 
turn, and uploaded more tracks (although a very high proportion of them had no public 
tracks at the time of data collection, hence the median of zero). This highlights the 
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extent to which SoundCloud has become a quasi-broadcast medium, like YouTube. 
Interestingly, those followed by members of the sample who had uploaded tracks had 
more followers still, which argues against any expectation that users who have uploaded 
tracks would follow little-known but critically acclaimed ‘musicians’ musicians’. But it 
could perhaps be argued that those who have uploaded tracks are more invested in the 
site, and tend to follow individuals who also exhibit a higher level of investment: as the 
above table shows, those followed by uploaders not only had more followers, but 
followed more people in turn, and uploaded more tracks.

Uploading of public tracks appears to be a relatively rare behaviour, practised by less 
than 12% of the sample. However, 64508 users, or 43% of the sample, had no tracks, 
but at least one follower. The highest number of followers possessed by a user in the 
sample without public tracks was 4751: a user without identifying details beyond a 
name, whose stream currently consists entirely of re-posts of tracks by a single multi-
instrumentalist. This suggests the importance of two behaviours un-studied in this 
project: the uploading of private tracks (to which one may only listen if one has a 
SoundCloud account and has been invited by the uploader) and the re-posting of other 
users’ tracks.

The highest number of followers possessed by any user in the sample was for a British 
singer-songwriter recently signed to a minor label. The second highest was the official 
SoundCloud account for a hugely successful but now defunct American rock band. The 
third highest was for the official SoundCloud account for a well-known British magazine, 
whose stream consists of spoken word podcasts of material such as interviews with 
movie stars. These were the only three accounts in the sample to have over 100000 
followers.

It’s important to recognise that the vast numbers of followers accrued by these three 
accounts almost certainly reflects value produced elsewhere. This is most obvious with 
regard to the official rock band page, which contained virtually no content: its stream 
currently consists of a single, 15-second extract from the band’s signature song. In the 
three years since it has been uploaded, this track has been played nearly 700000 times, 
liked over 5000 times, and reposted over 2000 times. It would be implausible to suggest 
that this was on the merits of that 15-second sample, when countless versions of the 
whole song are available on YouTube (including live versions, bootleg versions, official 
and unofficial copies of the official music video, versions with lyrics, etc.). Rather, the 
likes, shares, and follows should be interpreted as public gestures of valuing with regard 
to the band – and to the song itself, an international hit that was certified platinum by 
the Recording Industry Association of America many years previously. The magazine’s 
combined print and digital circulation was nearly 150000 in the second half of 2013 
according to its Wikipedia page: a figure approaching its number of SoundCloud 
followers at the time of data collection. The singer-songwriter has appeared many times 
on local BBC Radio stations, and in fact used her SoundCloud page to archive these 
appearances. Such ‘superstar’ SoundCloud accounts, then, afford little opportunity to 
study the use of online networking to produce value. 

The following table makes clear just how rare it is for SoundCloud users to achieve such 
huge numbers of followers. This also shows just how atypical of SoundCloud users our 
interviewees were: falling into the 100-999 and 1000-9999 ranges, they can be assumed 
to be representative of only a tiny proportion of users of the website as a whole, perhaps 
at the very highest level of popularity that can be achieved without conventional media 
support or a runaway ‘viral’ success.2 

2 Note that viral success appears to follow conventional media support more readily than vice versa. Many of 
the greatest viral successes in music, including both Gangnam Style by Psy in 2011 and What does the Fox 
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Table 2: Highly followed users

Number of followers Number of users in sample As %age of users in sample

1-9 51995 34.7

10-99 24701 16.5

100-999 1583 1.1

1000-9999 144 0.1

10000-99999 8 negligible

100000+ 3 negligible

Note that in all other tables in this report, percentages are rounded to whole numbers, 
but because of the very small proportions in this table, it was considered appropriate to 
round to one decimal place.

5.2.2 Countries

Table 3 shows the top ten countries on SoundCloud, by the number of user profiles 
associated with them. As elsewhere in this report, the country names used are those 
which were used on the site itself, for example ‘Britain (UK)’ rather than e.g. ‘United 
Kingdom’, or ‘Germany’ rather than ‘Deutschland’. The table is ordered by the total 
number of sampled SoundCloud users falling into each category (see column 2, n).

Table 3: Numbers of followers, etc. by country

Country n
Followers Following Tracks

Mean Median StDev Mean Median StDev Mean Median StDev

1 United States 7390 79 2 3470 41 2 170 3 0 8

2 Britain (UK) 1968 528 4 16745 39 3 134 3 0 10

3 Germany 1006 87 5 808 63 5 228 2 0 7

4 Brazil 979 35 6 186 37 4 131 2 0 6

5 France 840 40 4 145 59 4 190 3 0 6

6 Canada 737 24 2 116 33 2 118 3 0 14

7 Indonesia 642 29 2 377 22 5 55 3 0 6

8 Australia 613 59 3 592 48 3 163 2 0 5

9 Mexico 578 32 4 165 41 3 160 3 0 7

10 Spain 500 43 4 177 51 3 181 3 0 7

It can readily be seen from Table 3 that SoundCloud users follow similar numbers of 
other SoundCloud users, and upload similar numbers of tracks, regardless of which of 
the ten countries they claim to be based in. However, there is enormous variation in the 
average number of followers for each of these countries. Those countries with a higher 
mean and a higher standard deviation have a greater number of ‘star’ accounts with 
very large numbers of followers: greatest for the UK, followed distantly by the US, 
followed distantly by Germany, followed closely by Australia. The same pattern can be 
observed in table 4.

Say? by Ylvis in 2013, are best understood as international ‘breakout’ tracks by well-established stars of 
national media industries.
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Table 4: Numbers of followers, etc. by country (uploaders only)

Country n
Followers Following Tracks

Mean Median StDev Mean Median StDev Mean Median StDev

1 United States 2866 189 13 5570 80 8 251 8 4 11

2 Britain (UK) 767 1338 13 26802 68 8 196 8 4 14

3 Germany 388 201 16 1290 117 14 318 6 3 9

4 Brazil 365 71 15 300 55 8 177 6 3 8

5 France 342 84 15 218 94 11 256 7 4 8

6 Indonesia 273 63 9 576 34 13 63 6 4 7

7 Canada 271 52 8 186 50 4 151 9 4 21

8 Mexico 258 63 12 242 64 7 195 7 4 9

9 Australia 224 146 13 973 91 8 257 6 3 7

10 Spain 217 83 13 248 93 11 264 6 3 10

One factor clearly influencing the mean and median numbers of followers for each 
country was a tendency on the part of many SoundCloud users to follow other 
SoundCloud users within their own countries. Table 5 compares the total number of 
users followed by users within each country with the percentage of those users that 
identified themselves as located within the same country. Figures exclude sample 
members who do not follow anyone with a listed country and countries where there were 
fewer than 50 users who met that condition. The table is sorted by mean percentage of 
SoundCloud users followed within the same country, and includes both the top and 
bottom five.

Table 5: Following within the same country

Country n
No. followed with country listed % within the same country

Mean Median StDev Mean Median StDev

1 United States 4343 50 9 158 74 82 28

2 Britain (UK) 1303 46 9 132 57 58 34

2 Egypt 190 47 15 130 57 67 34

4 Brazil 632 41 11 117 55 56 38

5 Germany 675 76 13 225 54 55 35

...

34 New Zealand 70 38 9 81 31 25 31

35 Pakistan 66 48 15 94 30 14 35

36 Switzerland 85 69 13 165 29 13 34

37 Romania 70 31 8 65 28 11 33

38 Russia 126 41 9 90 22 8 31

As we see from Table 5, the overwhelming majority of users followed by users in the US 
also appear to be in the US (at least insofar as location can be determined), while there 
are also clear majorities for the others in the top five, including both the UK and 
Germany. Users in all three of these were found (see Tables 3 and 4) to have unusually 
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high numbers of followers. SoundCloud users are clearly at an advantage in the search 
for followers if they are based in countries where other SoundCloud users have a 
tendency to follow their own compatriots.

Table 6 turns this around, by looking at SoundCloud users’ followers in the same way.

Table 6: Followers within the same country

Country n
No. of followers with country listed % that are within the same country

Mean Median StDev Mean Median StDev

1 Philippines 222 9 4 22 79 95 30

2 United States 4056 39 5 191 78 91 29

3 Egypt 175 31 5 141 78 90 32

4 Brazil 624 26 5 109 73 92 33

5 Chile 113 37 6 156 68 88 38

...

11 Britain (UK) 1270 51 5 314 59 67 36

...

34 Colombia 105 8 3 15 50 50 42

35 Poland 109 23 4 68 48 50 40

36 New Zealand 65 21 4 60 46 46 32

37 Switzerland 82 40 6 102 43 44 35

38 Russia 108 119 4 749 33 23 34

This suggests the extent to which SoundCloud users can or must (the distinction is 
important) rely on SoundCloud users from their own country to make up a substantial 
number of followers. With the exception of the US, the top five countries are all in the 
developing world, which probably reflects the difficulties that music makers based there 
face in reaching an international audience. The bottom five are all nations where 
SoundCloud users in the sample followed few of their compatriots, perhaps forcing those 
compatriots to look elsewhere for followers. Russia in particular is at the bottom of both 
Table 5 and Table 6: it seems that there are Russian SoundCloud users with high 
numbers of followers, but that few of those identify themselves as being in Russia. The 
UK’s privileged position is apparent from its position high in Table 5 and near the middle 
of Table 6: SoundCloud users in Britain benefit both from a tendency on the part of other 
British SoundCloud users to follow their compatriots and from substantial numbers of 
followers from overseas as well.

Table 7 shows follow relationships within and between countries, in order of the total 
number of times that each relationship was observed. Thus, there were 134469 cases of 
SoundCloud users in the sample who were located in the US following other SoundCloud 
users located in the US, and 24042 cases of such SoundCloud users following 
SoundCloud users located in the UK.
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Table 7: Follow relationships by country

Follower Followed No. of follows

United States United States 134469

Britain (UK) Britain (UK) 24447

United States Britain (UK) 24042

Germany Germany 18934

Britain (UK) United States 14806

France France 10629

Brazil Brazil 10467

Germany United States 8971

France United States 8254

United States Germany 7968

From this we start to see one of the most striking characteristics of the network: nations 
listen to themselves, and also to the United States. Nations in Western Europe also have 
overseas audiences (especially Britain), as do Australia and Canada, but nothing can 
match the dominance of the US. Figure 3 visualises the same relationships as a graph, 
with nodes representing countries and sized according to indegree: the number of times 
that SoundCloud users identified with a given country were followed by members of the 
sample who were identified with any country. Arrowheads are sized in proportion to the 
number of follow relationships they represent. Self loops – arrows linking nodes to 
themselves, rather than to each other – are excluded.

Note that this graph is not partitioned by community, as the Louvain community 
detection algorithm did not produce interesting results at any level of resolution. It is 
coloured by eigenvector centrality – a measure that takes account not only of how many 
incoming links a node has, but of how many links those nodes have in turn – using the 
crude eigenvector calculator built into Gephi (which does not take account of edge 
weight and thus treats a single follow relationship between two cities in the same way as 
a thousand follow relationships between the same cities). Blue is the highest, and red is 
the lowest, with yellow in between. Table 8 gives the top and bottom five nodes in the 
graph by eigenvector centrality, to five decimal places, using NetworkX’s more accurate 
eigenvector function. Eigenvector centrality is a measure designed to reflect the intuition 
that ‘popularity may ultimately be based on being chosen by popular others.’ (Bonacich 
2007, 561) The countries with high eigenvector centrality in figure 3 are thus those in 
which SoundCloud users are followed by large numbers of SoundCloud users from other 
central countries. Those with low eigenvector centrality are those whose SoundCloud 
users have few followers from central countries, either because they have few followers 
overall or because those followers that they do have are from countries in the periphery 
of the graph. It may be observed that centrality in the graph broadly reflects flows in the 
global market for conventional media (see Allington, 2012 for overview), with the added 
features (a) that countries with low levels of internet access are completely absent – no 
Sub-Saharan African nations appear, for example, even Nigeria with its vast population 
and highly active cultural industries – and (b) that even countries with very high levels of 
internet access and very large music industries – such as South Korea and Japan – take 
peripheral positions if outside world regions in which European languages dominate.
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Table 8: Countries by eigenvector centrality

Rank Centrality Country

1 0.96823 United States

2 0.21216 Britain (UK)

3 0.07380 Germany

4 0.05749 Canada

5 0.05193 France

6 0.03994 Australia

7 0.03734 Netherlands

8 0.02518 Italy

9 0.02124 Spain

10 0.02077 Brazil

…

43 0.00147 Peru

44 0.00143 Malaysia

45 0.00125 China

46 0.00123 Korea (South)

47 0.00106 Singapore

48 0.00104 Thailand

49 0.00074 Ecuador

50 0.00064 Pakistan

51 0.00061 Vietnam

52 0.00052 Iran

As Table 8 shows, the US is overwhelmingly the most central node in the graph, and 
there is a large gap between the second most-central node, i.e. the UK, and the third, 
i.e. Germany. Only one of the top ten most central nodes does not a represent wealthy, 
highly developed nation, the exception being Brazil, which has a large media industry. 
The ten most peripheral nodes all represent developing nations – with the surprising 
exception of South Korea, whose huge and internationally successful music industry 
appears to be massively under-represented on SoundCloud. There are certainly greater 
conventional media audiences worldwide for K-Pop than for contemporary German 
popular music, but SoundCloud is simply not an important platform for the dissemination 
of K-Pop (as compared to, e.g. YouTube), whereas it has become a very important 
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platform for the forms of underground electronic dance music now associated with 
German cities such as Berlin. Thus, it seems that valuing by SoundCloud users largely 
flows towards and between nations with wealthy and sophisticated media industries, but 
that it does not do so in a manner absolutely determined by the size of the national 
music industry involved, perhaps because of SoundCloud’s general bias towards 
particular kinds of music that may have a particular association with rich European and 
North American nations and certain former colonies of European nations. This is a theme 
that we shall continue to explore in this report.

Table 9 gives the top ten countries by indegree, with self loops provided for comparison; 
table 10 gives the same but by proportion of outdegree (the number of ‘outgoing’ arrows 
from a node, which here means the total number of times that users with identifiable 
countries were followed by members of the sample in each country) accounted for by 
self loops. The latter can be interpreted as a reflection of a country’s self-sufficiency – or, 
less charitably, insularity – in music production and distribution on SoundCloud: if more 
than 50% of a country’s outdegree is accounted for by self-loops, then less than half of 
the SoundCloud users followed by SoundCloud users from that country are not in the 
same country.

Table 9: Countries by indegree, with self loops

Country Self loops As percentage of indegree As percentage of outdegree

United States 134469 56 61

Britain (UK) 24447 25 41

Germany 18934 35 37

France 10629 34 28

Netherlands 5483 22 29

Canada 3834 18 20

Australia 7794 37 34

Brazil 10467 55 41

Spain 6777 38 33

Italy 4196 26 23

Table 10: Countries by percentage of outdegree accounted for by self loops

Country Self loops As percentage of indegree As percentage of outdegree

United States 134469 56 61

Britain (UK) 24447 25 41

Brazil 10467 55 41

Japan 3305 42 39

Indonesia 3901 78 37

Germany 18934 35 37

Chile 1902 49 37

Egypt 3020 83 35

Australia 7794 37 34

Spain 6777 38 33
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5.2.3 Cities

In this section, we repeat much of the analysis already performed for countries on 
SoundCloud, focusing on cities instead. Some cleaning of the data had to take place 
before analysis could commence. For example, many gave ‘Brooklyn’ or ‘Bronx’ as their 
city, and these have been included within the figures for New York.

Table 11: Followers, etc. by city

City n
Followers Following Tracks

Mean Median StDev Mean Median StDev Mean Median StDev

London 480 2040 5 33858 40 3 131 4 0 12

New York 422 33 2 169 24 1 62 3 0 10

Paris 228 59 6 206 64 6 176 2 0 6

Los Angeles 211 86 3 464 43 2 176 5 0 11

Chicago 176 67 3 380 65 3 226 4 0 10

Berlin 160 86 5 383 70 6 241 3 0 8

Jakarta 153 17 4 37 22 7 46 4 0 8

Melbourne 151 70 6 319 71 6 213 2 0 4

Sao Paulo 140 81 6 445 46 7 172 2 0 6

Buenos Aires 108 13 4 24 19 2 51 3 0 6

Note that the enormous mean number for followers of users in London is accounted for 
by the presence of a tiny number of individual accounts (two of which were discussed 
under ‘Overall statistics’, above). In fact, only 2% of users identified with London had 
1000 or more followers, and while this is about twenty times the norm (as discussed 
under ‘Overall statistics’, just 0.1% of SoundCloud users more generally had such high 
levels of followers), the median and standard deviation show that the colossal mean 
reflects a concentration of very high-popularity users in London, rather than a very high 
number of followers for the typical London-based SoundCloud user.

Table 12: Followers, etc. by city (uploaders only)

City n
Followers Following Tracks

Mean Median StDev Mean Median StDev Mean Median StDev

London 200 4883 13 52320 68 8 189 9 3 18

New York 171 67 11 259 29 6 60 8 4 14

Los Angeles 93 181 13 686 63 6 211 10 5 15

Chicago 81 135 20 552 122 18 321 10 4 14

Paris 81 144 23 326 113 20 244 7 4 8

Jakarta 70 33 13 50 32 14 62 8 4 10

Berlin 66 196 22 579 138 10 361 7 4 10

Melbourne 63 149 22 482 114 8 315 5 3 5

Miami 50 95 10 235 167 9 443 6 3 9

Sao Paulo 50 203 24 728 82 17 278 7 3 9

As noted above, a tendency for SoundCloud users to follow producers within their own 
city was noted at the ego-network stage. Tables 13 and 14 presents the same analysis 
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as Tables 5 and 6, but for cities rather than countries. Melbourne appears at the top of 
both tables, and both Jakarta and Buenos Aires appear near to the top of both, which 
may be taken to indicate particularly strong local music scenes. London appears near the 
top of table 13 and near the bottom of table 14, indicating (a) that users based in 
London have a high tendency to listen to musicians based in London, but that (b) 
musicians based in London are additionally listened to by large numbers of users based 
elsewhere.

Table 13: Following within the same city

City n
No. followed with city listed % that are within the same city

Mean Median StDev Mean Median StDev

1 Melbourne 101 83 23 195 40 29 34

2 Jakarta 118 21 7 44 33 25 34

3 Berlin 108 88 14 249 33 23 32

4 Buenos Aires 61 26 7 56 32 22 33

5 London 310 52 12 139 31 25 28

...

15 Miami 60 101 8 326 17 4 26

16 Manchester 59 56 17 126 17 5 25

17 San Francisco 53 61 13 183 14 3 25

18 Ciudad de 
México 62 64 14 234 13 4 19

19 Atlanta 51 102 12 318 13 3 21

Table 14: Followers within the same city

City n
No. of followers with city listed % that are within the same city

Mean Median StDev Mean Median StDev

1 Melbourne 98 58 8 206 45 45 33

2 Santiago 51 13 4 19 44 38 38

3 Jakarta 92 13 4 26 40 38 35

4 Buenos Aires 65 11 4 15 38 33 35

5 Sao Paulo 89 50 5 199 36 26 35

...

14 London 311 100 6 573 26 16 28

15 New York 227 33 7 137 25 14 29

16 Miami 59 49 6 140 23 4 32

17 Atlanta 53 67 8 184 15 7 20

18 Los Angeles 135 85 6 339 14 4 22
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Table 15: Follow relationships by city

Follower Followed No. of follows

London London 3799

Melbourne Melbourne 2274

Berlin Berlin 1375

Paris Paris 1253

New York New York 1190

Chicago Chicago 900

Sao Paulo Sao Paulo 825

Paris London 790

Los Angeles Los Angeles 692

Amsterdam Amsterdam 640

The US’s domination of the table of follow relationships by country is not repeated in 
Table 15, because the most followed American producers are distributed between 
American cities, whereas the most followed producers in Britain are mostly identified 
with London. Thus, the most striking pattern in follow relationships between cities is of 
people listening to people in their own city, and also to people in London. These 
relationships are visualised in figure 4, where (as in figure 3) nodes are sized according 
to their indegree, and self-loops are ignored.

Hugely important international centres of music production in the global south, such as 
Cairo and Mumbai, barely feature in figure 4. But this perhaps reflects a generic bias as 
much as an economic, linguistic, or geopolitical one (see discussion in 5.2.2), since even 
having an active and influential music scene and being located in the US does not appear 
to guarantee a central position for a city associated with the wrong sort of music for this 
website’s community of users. For example, SoundCloud users identified with the 
American city of Nashville – world-famous centre of the country music industry – 
received a total of just 833 follows from sample members with identifiable city location, 
while those identified with Brighton – a small British city with a thriving electronic dance 
music scene – received 1175. Like figure 3, figure 4 is coloured by eigenvector centrality, 
albeit using a crude calculation method, with blue representing the most central nodes, 
red the least central nodes, and yellow the nodes at a level of centrality intermediate 
between the two. Table 16 presents the top and bottom ten cities by true eigenvector 
centrality as calculated using NetworkX, to five decimal places.
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Table 16: Cities by eigenvector centrality

Rank Centrality City

1 0.90093 London

2 0.24838 New York

3 0.20645 Berlin

4 0.20121 Los Angeles

5 0.10437 Paris

6 0.05838 Melbourne

7 0.05053 Toronto

8 0.05043 Amsterdam

9 0.04849 Chicago

10 0.04597 Bristol

… 

128 0.00034 Bandung

129 0.00032 Dhaka

130 0.00030 Surabaya

131 0.00030 Hyderabad

132 0.00028 Medan

133 0.00027 Yogyakarta

134 0.00016 Chennai

135 0.00010 Karachi

136 0.00009 Bogor

137 0.00001 Bekasi

Eigenvector centrality better reveals London’s special status than indegree alone, 
showing that SoundCloud users in London are not merely followed by large numbers of 
users outside London: they are followed by large numbers of users in the other cities 
where SoundCloud users tend to have a lot of followers from elsewhere. All ten of the 
cities with lowest eigenvector centrality are located in developing nations in the global 
South; all ten of those with the highest are in highly developed nations, with all but 
Melbourne being in the global North. Three of the top ten are in the US, and two in the 
UK. 
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But there are some surprises – especially the higher eigenvector score for Berlin than for 
Los Angeles, an American city whose importance for the international recorded music 
industry can scarcely be over-stated. This is probably explained by Berlin’s world-famous 
electronic dance music scene, and SoundCloud’s own domination by electronic dance 
music (which only recently went mainstream in the US).

Figure 5 presents the same graph as figure 4, but coloured to indicate clusters – that is, 
groups of nodes that are more strongly connected to one another than to other nodes – 
discovered by the Louvain community detection method. This reveals a very large, 
mostly-North American cluster in which the largest nodes are Los Angeles and New York 
(green), a large, mostly-European cluster in which the largest node is London (purple), a 
smaller, again mostly-European cluster in which the largest nodes are Paris and Berlin 
(orange), and two very small clusters: one comprising the Australian cities of Sydney, 
Melbourne, Adelaide, and Perth, plus the capital of neighbouring Malaysia (blue), and 
one comprising Dubai, the Indian cities of New Delhi, Chennai, and Hyderabad, and the 
capital of neighbouring Bangladesh (red). The last of these four is the only one to have 
no members near the core of the graph. Other geographically-related groups of cities 
appear in the graph but were not detected as clusters at this level of resolution: for 
example, the group of Indonesian and Philippine cities in the top left of the graph is 
encompassed within the North American cluster. This suggests that as well as following 
SoundCloud users from their own cities, people also have a tendency to follow 
SoundCloud users within the same region or world region. It seems possible that this is 
because of the importance of live performance as a site for the production of value: as 
we found in our qualitative research, DJs playing in the right venues appear able to 
contribute to the production of value for the tracks they select, and are particularly 
sensitive to expressions of value made by their audiences during their sets (see sections 
4.2.3, 4.2.4, and 4.2.7).

As we may see from comparison with figure 4 and table 16, cities both in the cluster 
containing Dubai and in the aforementioned group of Indonesian and Philippine cities 
have very low eigenvector centrality, suggesting their exclusion from the networks of 
valuing in which London, Los Angeles, New York, etc. are centrally embedded. Much like 
the data on countries in 5.3.2, this appears to reflect the colonial or para-colonial 
structure of the global media industries.

Table 17: Top ten cities by indegree, with self loops

City Self loops As percentage of indegree As percentage of outdegree

London 3799 19 41

New York 1190 12 29

Los Angeles 692 7 18

Berlin 1375 18 30

Paris 1253 27 21

Melbourne 2274 53 44

Amsterdam 640 21 19

Chicago 900 33 22

Toronto 312 14 22

Stockholm 261 12 38
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Table 18: Top ten cities by percentage of outdegree accounted for by self loops

City Self loops As percentage of indegree As percentage of outdegree

Sheffield 39 11 50

Melbourne 2274 53 44

Bogotá 62 48 42

Santiago 270 41 41

London 3799 19 41

Copenhagen 231 33 40

Seoul 52 32 40

Stockholm 261 12 38

Surabaya 72 74 38

Melbourne had the second highest self-sufficiency or insularity in the graph on this 
measure, exceeded only by the British city of Sheffield (whose 39 self loops accounted 
for exactly 50% of its total outdegree of 78). Half the cities in the top ten had relatively 
small numbers of follows overall, like Sheffield itself, the exceptions being London, 
Santiago, Stockholm, Copenhagen, and of course Melbourne. Melbourne’s status is 
interesting because of the evidence in figure 5 for a distinct Australian cluster of follow 
relationships. Interestingly, Melbourne was not only the largest node in that cluster but 
the one closest to the graph’s core – when as we saw from Tables 13 and 14, it was also 
the city where SoundCloud users followed and were followed by the highest proportions 
of SoundCloud users from the same city. A thriving local and national scene is perhaps a 
prerequisite for high level participation in an international scene.

If we may relating this discussion back to our qualitative findings, we would venture to 
suggest that the specialness of London may be explained at least partly by the fact that 
British value is so concentrated there. The US is more dominant than the UK at the level 
of countries (as we saw in section 5.3.2), but London is more dominant than all US cities 
because US value is divided between a number of large cities, especially New York and 
LA. This may have troubling implications, as discussed in Section 7.

5.2.4 Genres

As Paul DiMaggio acknowledged in one of his most influential papers, genre is at once a 
formal and a social concept:

Literally, a genre is a ‘kind’ or ‘type’ of art. The notion of genre presumes that some 
aggregation principle enables observers to sort cultural products into categories. 
Formalists treat genres as comprising works that share conventions of form or 
content… Art historians also define genres in terms of shared conventions, but focus 
as well on social relations among producers in identifying ‘schools’ or ‘artistic 
movements’… Although students of popular culture and literary theorists of the 
‘reader-response’ school consider formal similarities, they acknowledge that genres 
are partially constituted by the audiences that support them (DiMaggio 1987, p. 441).

Of the three approaches to genre that DiMaggio describes, the third was closest in spirit 
to our ethnomusicological and ethnographic approach to qualitative data analysis. For 
this reason, we chose to investigate what SoundCloud users do with the ‘genre’ free text 
field. A genre could only be assigned to around 10% of uploaders using the approach 
described in the Methodology section, because the ‘genre’ metadata field was not used 
for the majority of tracks.
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Of these uploaders, more than half (55%) were assigned genres that were assigned to 
ten or fewer uploaders in the sample. However, we still found total numbers of uploaders 
per genre comparable to the number of uploaders per city, at least for the most popular 
genres. Table 19 presents number of uploaders per genre for the ten genres with the 
highest numbers of uploaders.

Table 19: Followers, etc. by genre

Genre n
Followers Following Tracks

Mean Median StDev Mean Median StDev Mean Median StDev

hiphop 155 224 25 1032 123 23 329 10 7 11

house 90 247 30 567 151 22 326 7 3 10

rock 61 88 7 468 92 5 322 6 4 6

rap 59 64 16 113 99 19 279 9 5 10

pop 49 58 5 249 28 6 73 8 3 13

electronic 41 131 13 395 104 19 214 10 5 11

dubstep 39 130 26 245 138 18 343 9 6 8

acoustic 27 41 16 66 51 17 75 11 7 9

techno 26 992 42 2748 247 37 471 12 3 19

blues 23 23 16 29 49 4 130 8 4 15

The next stage was to group genres according to which ones tended to be uploaded by 
the same people. We did this by looking at each uploader’s three most frequently used 
genres. Each time two genres appeared in a single uploader’s list of three, we treated 
this as a link between the two. A preliminary version of this analysis using data from the 
snowball sample was presented at the expert workshop in May. By coincidence, a similar 
analysis was also applied to MySpace pages for bands at roughly the same time and 
published online in July by Lee and Silver (2014). This enables a comparison with Lee 
and Silver’s findings, which will be discussed below.

Table 20 is a matrix showing how many people there were in the sample whose three 
most frequently used genre terms included each possible combination of two genre 
terms from the top ten above.

Table 20: Co-occurrences of genres

hiphop house rap pop rock electronic dubstep acoustic techno blues

hiphop - 6 76 4 0 4 4 1 0 1

house 6 - 2 0 0 5 2 1 5 0

rap 76 2 - 2 1 0 3 0 0 0

pop 4 0 2 - 10 1 2 7 0 3

rock 0 0 1 10 - 1 2 3 0 3

electronic 4 5 0 1 1 - 4 2 0 2

dubstep 4 2 3 2 2 4 - 1 3 0

acoustic 1 1 0 7 3 2 1 - 0 3

techno 0 5 0 0 0 0 3 0 - 0

blues 1 0 0 3 3 2 0 3 0 -
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Table 20 shows that there were 76 users in the sample whose three most commonly-
used genre terms included both hip hop and rap, but none whose three included both hip 
hop and rock or both hip hop and techno, and only six whose three included both hip hop 
and the next most frequent genre term, house. Comparisons in a matrix such as the 
above can be difficult to make, because the total number of people with each genre term 
in their top three is not equal. To make these figures easier to interpret, each row in 
Table 21 gives the percentage of sample members with one genre term in their top three 
that also had each other genre term in their top three. Thus, 51% of those who had hip 
hop in their top threes also had rap in their top threes, and 71% of those who had rap in 
their top threes also had hip hop in their top threes.

Table 21: Proportional co-occurrences of genres

hiphop house rap pop rock electronic dubstep acoustic techno blues

hiphop 0 4 51 2 0 2 2 0 0 0

house 7 0 2 0 0 6 2 1 6 0

rap 71 1 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0

pop 6 0 3 0 16 1 3 11 0 4

rock 0 0 2 20 0 2 4 6 0 6

electronic 9 11 0 2 2 0 9 4 0 4

dubstep 8 4 6 4 4 8 0 2 6 0

acoustic 2 2 0 17 7 4 2 0 0 7

techno 0 26 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 0

blues 5 0 0 15 15 10 0 15 0 0

While both hip hop and rap, and pop and rock, were each other’s most frequent 
companions in sample members’ top threes, other genres most frequently appeared with 
genres too rare to appear in the above table. 

The most frequent companions of house were electrohouse (11%) and tech-house, 
progressive house, and deep house (9% each), where the connections for all of these 
were dominated by house itself (from 34% for progressive house to 47% for 
electrohouse). The most frequent companion of dubstep was d&b, i.e. drum and bass 
(one of the styles of electronic dance music from which dubstep developed), with this 
relationship accounting for 10% of the former’s connections and 29% of the latter’s. 
After rap, the next highest for hiphop was 7% with r&b, i.e. sung rather than rapped 
urban music (of whose connections, 37% were with hip hop and 27% with rap). An 
interesting anomaly was instrumental, the fourteenth most common genre, whose most 
frequent links were with hiphop, accounting for 28% of its total, as compared to the next 
highest, 10% for piano. This appeared to be because the term ‘instrumental’ was 
primarily used to distinguish urban tracks without vocals from electronic dance music 
tracks (which are instrumental by default).

Relationships between genre terms become still clearer when visualised as a graph. 
figure 6 is an undirected graph which shows how frequently each genre term appeared 
with each other genre term among the most frequently used genre terms of individual 
users (using raw rather than proportional figures). The Louvain method was used to 
detect communities. The thickness of lines indicates the number of connections, 
although it is not fully proportional, as the thickness of the edge connecting hip hop to 
rap was capped to avoid obscuring other differences.
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With a resolution of 1.0, the Louvain method grouped together urban genres (hip hop, 
rap, etc.) and electronic dance music genres (house, dubstep, etc.), and assigned all 
other genres to a third community. This grouping is intuitive, so it will be used 
throughout the remainder of this report, with EDM, Urban, and Other being referred to 
as three ‘macro-genres’. EDM genres comprise music designed for dancing to in clubs 
and at raves, urban genres comprise genres with a particularly strong association with 
black performers and audiences, and other genres comprise everything that fits into 
neither of the other two categories.

It is interesting to compare this finding with what was discovered by Lee and Silver 
(2014). Lee and Silver analysed co-occurrences of genres in band profile pages on 
MySpace, which was, at the time their data was collected (2007), the major website for 
music. Electronic music genres were clearly chosen by a relatively small minority of 
bands in that dataset, and Lee and Silver’s methodology found altogether seventeen 
clusters of genres, one of which corresponds to our EDM macro-genre (dubbed by Lee 
and Silver the ‘Electro/Dance’ cluster) and one of which corresponds to our Urban 
macro-genre (dubbed by Lee and Silver the ‘Black & Brown’ cluster). Lee and Silver write 
that ‘[a]s much as traditional musical genres have been subdivided... those subdivisions 
still cohere together, creating distinct scenes rather than encouraging the free mixing of 
musical styles’ (2014, parag. 21) – a conclusion that would also be supported by our 
analysis of the very different website that is SoundCloud. Interestingly, Lee and Silver 
also found that bands with very unconventional combinations of genres tended to be less 
popular (2014, Question 2), which may suggest an explanation of why what we call 
‘macro-genres’ and they call ‘scenes’ endure, i.e. that music-makers who cross the 
borders of these structures tend to suffer from lack of an audience. On the other hand, 
this situation is complicated on SoundCloud by its skew towards EDM and hip hop 
genres.

Table 22: Followers, etc., by macro-genre

Genre n
Followers Following Tracks

Mean Median StDev Mean Median StDev Mean Median StDev

edm 352 394 23 1621 167 24 385 12 3 64

other 313 85 8 555 46 7 160 8 4 10

urban 269 240 23 1564 117 20 321 10 6 11

Within the sample, uploaders of genres in these three communities were not found to be 
equally engaged in following relationships on SoundCloud, as Table 22 makes clear. At 
least within the sample, the ‘Other’ genres have a number of uploaders intermediate 
between those of the ‘EDM’ genres and the ‘Urban’ genres, and they appear to have 
uploaded similar numbers of tracks. However, they appear far less engaged in the 
network of follow relationships, having far fewer followers, and following far fewer other 
users in turn. Uploaders of ‘EDM’ and ‘Urban’ genres have comparable mean numbers of 
followers and identical median numbers of followers to one another, but uploaders of 
‘Other’ genres have far, far fewer followers: their median number of followers is nearly 
three times lower. While makers of non-EDM, non-Urban styles of music appear to come 
to SoundCloud in similar numbers, then, they seem to find far smaller audiences there.
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Table 23: Following within the same genre and macro-genre 

Macro-
genre n

No. of follows with identifiable 
genre

% that are within the same 
genre

% that are within same macro-
genre

Mean Median StDev Mean Median StDev Mean Median StDev

edm 301 86 16 184 26 18 27 80 90 25

urban 223 42 13 105 35 30 31 66 79 33

other 204 21 6 44 15 0 25 61 67 35

We have already considered the possibility (suggested by Lee and Silver’s findings, and 
not explored in this study) that macro-genres endure because audiences avoid music-
makers who cross the boundaries between them. Another possibility is that they are 
maintained by music-makers themselves, perhaps by tending to value and pay attention 
to music-makers in the same or related genres.

We can begin to explore this possibility using Table 23. Leaving aside follows of users 
whose most frequent genre could not be determined, nine out of ten of the users 
followed by more than half of sample members mostly uploading tracks with EDM 
community genres also mostly uploaded tracks with EDM community genres. And 30% 
of sample members who mostly uploaded tracks in those genres only followed other 
such users. As we have seen, the group of users that mostly uploaded tracks in EDM 
genres was substantially larger than the group of users that mostly uploaded tracks in 
Urban genres, and its members tended to follow far more other users than the group of 
users that mostly uploaded tracks in Other genres. Given their greater propensity to 
follow users uploading tracks in the same macro-genre, we might expect this to translate 
into higher numbers of followers-who-upload overall for those users who upload EDM 
tracks.

Table 24: Follow relationships by macro-genre

edm edm 21510

urban urban 6113

edm urban 2298

urban edm 2230

edm other 2177

other other 2109

other edm 1557

urban other 1117

other urban 730

Table 25: Self loops as percentage of total indegree and outdegree

Macro-genre Self loops As percentage of indegree As percentage of outdegree

edm 21510 85 83

urban 6113 67 65

other 2109 39 48
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There is, however, a need for more granularity than the above table of relationships 
between macro-genres can provide. While people who principally uploaded music in each 
macro-genre appear to have generally been more likely to follow people who principally 
uploaded music within the same macro-genre, there appear to have been greater 
affinities or disaffinities between some pairs of individual genres than others. For 
example, while the 282 cases of hip hop uploaders in the sample following people who 
principally uploaded house might seem to be a small number in comparison with the 
2443 cases where they followed other people who principally uploaded hip hop, it must 
also be seen in comparison with the mere 69 cases of hip hop uploaders in the sample 
following people who principally uploaded techno. At present, we can do no more than 
speculate as to whether it is for aesthetic or for social reasons that hip hop uploaders 
should find value in the work of house uploaders more frequently than in that of techno 
uploaders. As noted above, urban genres are essentially defined by their historical and 
contemporary association with black performers and audiences; the house and techno 
genres were founded by black performers, but have increasingly become associated with 
white performers as they have moved towards the commercial mainstream. One of our 
interviewees was a black DJ who expressed a strong preference towards playing music in 
urban genres such as hip hop and trap, yet also gave a specific house producer as an 
example of someone whose work he valued greatly – but as the interview was carried 
out before the quantitative analysis was complete, it did not occur to us to ask him about 
connections between urban music and house.

Table 26: Follow relationships between genres 

hiphop hiphop 2443

house house 2276

techno techno 1415

progressivehouse house 800

dubstep dubstep 679

d&b d&b 653

rap hiphop 647

techhouse techno 641

techhouse house 634

hiphop rap 617

In terms of clustering, figure 7 looks quite different to the graph of genre relationships 
created on the basis of uploader behaviour. The Louvain community detection algorithm 
identified a cluster centred around house, a cluster centred around techno 
(incongruously including jazz), a tiny cluster comprising only piano and classical music, 
and a large cluster that encompassed everything else, within which the genres with the 
highest indegree were hip hop, electronic, and dubstep. The proximity of dubstep, a 
popular form of electronic dance music, to hip hop, an urban genre, can also be 
observed in the previous graph of genre relationships, and may reflect dubstep’s origins 
in the London dance music scene, where there is considerable crossover between dance 
music and urban music.

If we re-draw the graph with colours according to the previously established macro-
genres, as in figure 8, we see that everything that is not a style of urban or EDM music 
is located on the fringes of the graph or in its sparsely connected lower half, with small 
node size indicating low indegree. The urban and EDM communities are located in
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distinct and non-overlapping regions of the graph’s densely connected upper half, and 
each is centred around a single large node with high indegree: in the case of urban 
music, hip hop; in the case of EDM, house. 

No graph with colouring by eigenvector centrality is presented here because Gephi’s 
calculation of this was too crude to provide useful results. The following table gives 
eigenvector centrality for each node to five decimal places, as calculated using 
NetworkX. House and hip hop both have far higher centrality than other nodes in the 
graph, because each is located at the centre of a local subnetwork of genres: what we 
have referred to above as a macro-genre.

Table 27: Genres by eigenvector centrality

Rank Centrality Genre

1 0.66205 house

2 0.56646 hiphop

3 0.27830 techno

4 0.18755 deephouse

5 0.16509 electronic

6 0.15152 dubstep

7 0.15014 rap

8 0.13458 techhouse

9 0.10350 progressivehouse

10 0.07349 electrohouse

...

20 0.02501 dance

21 0.01593 indie

22 0.01523 jazz

23 0.01319 music

24 0.01275 acoustic

25 0.01041 blues

26 0.01035 classical

27 0.00897 folk

28 0.00324 piano

29 0.00299 cover
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While SoundCloud is clearly a site on which all forms of music may be published, the 
social network of people who publish music there appears to be structured in such a way 
as to produce more value for certain genres of music than for others. Producers appear 
primarily to follow producers of music that is similar to their own, but – at least on this 
website – some genres’ producers appear to be organised into communities larger and 
more tightly knit than others.

Table 28: Top ten genres by indegree, with self loops

Genre Indegree Self loops Self loops as %age of 
indegree

house 6015 2276 38

hiphop 4840 2443 50

techno 3483 1415 41

electronic 2234 253 11

dubstep 2215 679 31

deephouse 1882 472 25

techhouse 1402 279 20

rap 1341 333 25

d&b 1307 653 50

progressivehouse 1250 287 23

Table 29: Top ten by genres by outdegree, with self loops

Genre Outdegree Self loops Self loops as %age of 
outdegree

house 5553 2276 41

hiphop 5442 2443 45

progressivehouse 2958 287 10

techno 2571 1415 55

techhouse 2286 279 12

dubstep 2186 679 31

electronic 1616 253 16

electro 1576 304 19

deephouse 1475 472 32

rap 1357 333 25
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As noted above, house was the only genre with subgenres clearly visible in the sample: 
subgenres of trance and techno (e.g. progressive trance and minimal techno), for 
example, were used comparatively rarely as a way of categorising tracks. Moreover, 
there were strong follow relationships between these subgenres. If we aggregate all 
genres in the graph with the word ‘house’ in their name (i.e. house, electrohouse, 
progressive house, deep house, and tech-house),3 we can see just how well those genres 
are integrated at the level of follow relationships between people who upload them:

Table 30: Aggregating the ‘house’ nodes as HOUSE

Indegree Outdegree Self loops Self loops as 
%age of indegree

Self loops as 
%age of 
outdegree

HOUSE 11530 12936 7902 69 61

Table 30 interestingly indicates a level of self-sufficiency or insularity for ‘house’ in all its 
various sub-genres as great as table 10 indicated for the US.

Although there are difficulties with the above figures, in that they rely on user-supplied 
track metadata that was frequently incomplete, they suggest that SoundCloud users who 
upload tracks tend to follow others who upload tracks within the same genre, or within 
associated genres, especially where electronic dance music genres are concerned, and 
above all, forms of house. This parallels a clear tendency on the part of interviewees and 
panel members to understand themselves as members of genre-based scenes.

5.3 Commenting and cultural value
SoundCloud allows any registered user of the site to leave comments on public tracks 
that they or other users have uploaded. These comments then become visible to anyone 
viewing the page for the track, together with the commenter’s avatar, which links 
through to the commenter’s profile page. Moreover, the avatars themselves are ‘stuck’ to 
the waveform with which SoundCloud visually represents a track, so that anyone who 
encounters a track on SoundCloud will quickly gain an impression of how many 
SoundCloud users have taken the time to comment on it – as well as who they are, if 
their avatars are recognisable. Commenting provides a direct way of valuing tracks: 
because negative comments are rare, the mere appearance of an avatar on a waveform 
suggests an endorsement; moreover, the wording of the comment can itself create value 
in more nuanced way. 

As noted in the methodology section (below), we tried building networks of SoundCloud 
users who commented frequently on one another’s tracks. However, this process turned 
out not to be particularly fruitful, because the SoundCloud users we studied turned out 
not to carry on extended conversations using the comment facility.

Although we did not find evidence of extended conversations taking place in comments 
on tracks, we found that many uploaders (even including the SoundCloud user with the 
most followers in the random sample) would respond to comments, for example with 
words of thanks. This enabled users to ‘cultivate’ the value of their work, by showing 
interest in and appreciation for those users that publicly valued that work in this way, 

3 Note that this subsumes tech-house within house, when it was also profusely connected to techno. While 
tech-house is, as its name suggest, a techno-house crossover, it is still generally considered a form of house 
rather than a form of techno, again as the name suggests: English generally places the categoriser before the 
noun in complex noun phrases (compare the difference between an ‘engine fire’ and a ‘fire engine’: the former 
is a kind of fire; the latter, a kind of engine).
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thereby encouraging further comments (see Banks et al 2014, 29 on the labour-intensive 
use of social media as a means of promoting one’s work to audience members ‘one at a 
time’).

Although we collected both comments made by members of the random sample and 
comments on tracks uploaded by members of the random sample, this report focuses on 
analysis of the former.

5.3.1 Interacting through comments

As noted above, comments were generally evaluative – and positively evaluative. 
However, there were many different forms of positive evaluation. Some appeared to be 
‘fan’ comments, such as the following:

you know i luv all your stuff!! this one is no exception!! brilliant morning music : )

wow, you're on fire.stunning!

On the other hand, others presented technical critique, and thus structured the 
commenter as a peer or potential peer of the uploader of the track. In our qualitative 
research, we found that some producers considered such comments to have especially 
great value, because they demonstrated understanding and careful attention (see 
Section 4.2.6):

nevertheless i know it’s probably not mixed down and i’m listening to it on small 
headphones, but it seems to me that the melody is a little bit too loud in 
comparison to the bass. that bass seems really tight and would ground the track 
even better if mixed a little louder. this is of course only my poor opinion. what do 
you think?

Responses to such comments often indicated acceptance of the peer relationship. The 
following even concludes with an encouragement for the commenter to try mixing the 
same stems (or ‘parts’):

i appreciate your comment. i mean, this is just a little track i did with the parts 
the guys put on sc. more like a fun thing, so the sound is still really ruff...but i'm 
glad you and some other people like it! maybe we should really have a release ;-)

have a try with the parts as well!

A different sort of valuing can be observed from DJs who use or want to use the 
uploader’s work in their sets. These arguably emphasised the commenter’s value to the 
uploader, as someone who can contribute to the production of the track’s value, and they 
sometimes included requests for downloadable copies (see section 4.2.3):

loving this track, has been part of my sets for a while, love the slow build

a hot vocal track i really like it. love to have a copy to play at the clubs.

References to offline relationships also made an appearance in some of these evaluative 
comments:

bella. very nice! is this part of the 12” you gave me?

[name removed], do u remember while i was playing this in your living room like 
a crazy and you were like : “ohhhh.....i’m died....” auhahuahuhauuhauha.....this is 
how we do it ! come on!
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5.3.2 Genres and their evaluative vocabularies

It was noted in section 4.2.7 that physical expressions of value were strongly genred. 
For this reason, it was hypothesised that comments on tracks might vary in a similar 
way: for example, through the use of genre-specific evaluative vocabularies.

Table 31 shows the number of detectable English language comments left by members of 
the 150000-user random sample, by the community into which the track genre fell, 
excluding comments that users left on their own tracks. Comments on tracks that had no 
genre listed, or whose genre was not one of those included in figure 6, are excluded. As 
Table 31 shows, users in the sample left more than three times as many comments on 
tracks in EDM genres as on tracks in urban genres and nearly four times as many 
comments as on tracks in other genres. This is not explicable in terms of the number of 
tracks available, since table 22 above suggests that there are similar numbers of 
uploaders on SoundCloud for each of the three macro-genres and that they upload 
similar numbers of tracks. It seems rather to reflect a different expected way of showing 
appreciation on the site, at least with regard to EDM and Urban genres. (Other genres 
may simply be less appreciated on the site: table 22 shows that uploaders of tracks in 
non-EDM, non-Urban genres had fewer followers, and followed fewer users in turn.) 

Table 31: Comments left by sample members, by macro-genre

Macro-genre Comments

edm 11711

urban 3673

other 2982

Table 32 shows the number of detectable English language comments left by users in the 
sample, by genre, for the top ten genres by number of comments. Interestingly, the 
greatest number of comments were on dubstep, techno, and hiphop tracks, and not on 
tracks belonging to what appeared to be the most popular genre overall, both in terms of 
follows and in terms of the numbers of people in the sample who primarily uploaded 
tracks within it, i.e. house. If we were to combine together the comments for house, 
electrohouse, progressive house, deep house, and tech-house, however, it would 
dominate, with a total of 4494 comments.

Table 32: Comments left by sample members, by genre

Genre Comments

dubstep 2569

techno 2254

hiphop 2081

house 1725

electronic 1009

electrohouse 829

rap 815

progressivehouse 783

pop 663

deephouse 652
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To study systematic differences in commenting practices between genres, we created a 
corpus of English language comments that members of the sample had left on tracks of 
the four most frequently commented-upon genres, with sub-corpora for the individual 
genres. Comments that users left on their own tracks have again been excluded, as our 
focus was on the ways in which people evaluate each other’s tracks on SoundCloud. 
Table 33 compares these sub-corpora by size. These sub-corpora were then subjected to 
quantitative corpus analysis in order to identify the ‘keywords’ that distinguished each of 
the four from the other three: that is, the words that were proportionally more frequent 
in comments on one particular genre than in comments on the other three genres under 
consideration. Tables 34-37 display the results. Stopwords such as ‘an’, ‘the’, and ‘to’ 
have been removed.

Table 33: Sub-corpora

Corpus Total size (comments) Total size (wordcount)

Dubstep 2569 13909

Techno 2254 12391

Hip hop 2081 11908

House 1725 9087

Table 34: Keywords in the dubstep sub-corpus

Rank Raw frequency Frequency per 1k Keyness Keyword

1 259 18.62 424.31 sick

2 85 6.11 146.69 tune

3 267 19.20 133.43 nice

4 124 8.92 68.91 big

5 56 4.03 54.68 mix

6 22 1.58 37.00 heavy

7 16 1.15 32.20 massive

8 11 0.79 29.96 dubstep

9 51 3.67 29.31 wicked

10 43 3.09 28.56 real
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Table 35: Keywords in the techno sub-corpus

Rank Raw frequency Frequence per 1k Keyness Keyword

1 411 33.17 760.47 set

2 466 37.61 494.11 great

3 233 18.80 420.43 tracks

4 200 16.14 387.14 loved

5 120 9.68 209.65 fantastic

6 127 10.25 193.49 thank

7 93 7.51 182.21 enjoyed

8 105 8.47 158.38 loving

9 55 4.44 118.24 techno

10 143 11.54 93.39 really

Table 36: Keywords in the hip hop sub-corpus

Rank Raw frequency Frequency per 1k Keyness Keyword

1 71 5.96 105.50 dope

2 73 6.13 93.15 shit

3 58 4.87 88.45 beat

4 29 2.44 65.72 leave

5 72 6.05 58.95 song

6 30 2.52 53.20 comment

7 32 2.69 52.25 hard

8 46 3.86 50.00 check

9 16 1.34 43.79 brah

10 39 3.28 39.91 bro

Table 37: Keywords in the house corpus

Rank Raw frequency Frequency per 1k Keyness Keyword

1 132 14.53 32.35 nice

2 12 1.32 26.86 house

3 20 2.20 16.13 super

4 7 0.77 15.49 production

5 7 0.77 15.49 support

6 31 3.41 14.74 sounds

7 9 0.99 14.71 lovely

8 5 0.55 14.02 vicious

9 12 1.32 13.57 music

10 6 0.66 12.43 funky
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Although there were more radical differences between the hip hop sub-corpus and the 
other three sub-corpora, which we shall return to below, we will begin by looking at the 
evaluative adjectives that had high keyness in each of the four corpora, as these bring 
out powerful contrasts in the way that the four genres are valued. 

In hip hop comments, these were ‘dope’ (the top-ranked keyword) and ‘hard’ (‘shit’ was 
used in its sense as a general purpose uncountable noun, roughly equivalent to ‘stuff’). 
Each of these refers to an aesthetic quality valued in hip hop: ‘dope’ is equivalent to 
‘cool’, and ‘hard’ indicates aggression and drive in a backing track or rapped vocal. The 
word ‘dope’ is also notable because of its association with informal American English and 
especially African American Vernacular English (AAVE), indicating the association of hip 
hop both with a particular part of the world and with a particular community in that part 
of the world. 

By contrast, the equivalent words for techno comments were ‘great’ and ‘fantastic’: two 
straightforwardly positive Standard English words. The Standard English verb forms 
‘loved’, ‘loving’, and ‘enjoyed’ all appeared with comparatively high frequency, indicating 
positive evaluation by orienting to the pleasure of listening to the track. 

The two adjectives with highest keyness in the house sub-corpus were also ordinary 
positive Standard English words: ‘nice’ and ‘lovely’. ‘Funky’ always has a positive 
meaning in British English, indicating that something is unusual and interesting, while in 
American English, it may carry this meaning or an earlier meaning, equivalent to ‘bad-
smelling’; however, within a musical context, it is almost always used to denote music 
that is highly danceable. ‘Vicious’ is used in its recent American English slang sense, as a 
synonym for ‘cool’. However, it should be recognised that words in the house sub-corpus 
were characterised by far lower levels of keyness than those in the other three, 
indicating that its vocabulary was in reality very little different from theirs, so that many 
of the lower-ranked items may be present by coincidence. ‘Vicious’, for example, was 
used only five times in 1725 comments on house tracks, and appears in the top ten for 
house comments because it was used only once on a non-house track, in a comment on 
a techno track. There seems little warrant for considering it to be particularly 
characteristic of house comments on this basis alone.

The top ten keywords characterising dubstep comments contained the widest range of 
evaluative adjectives: ‘sick’, ‘nice’, ‘big’, ‘heavy’, ‘massive’, and ‘wicked’ (‘real’ was used 
as an adverb, as in ‘That’s real sick’). ‘Sick’ and ‘wicked’ are, like ‘dope’, synonyms of 
‘cool’, though they do not have that word’s association with AAVE: the former of the two 
is an originally American English slang usage now commonly used in Britain (including 
among both electronic dance music enthusiasts and skateboarders) and the latter is a 
British slang usage. It is notable, though, that both of these words have strongly 
negative meanings in Standard English, while both techno and house comments were 
characterised by adjectives without such double valency (with the exception of ‘vicious’ 
and – arguably – ‘funky’). This may hint at the abrasive aesthetics of dubstep itself, 
which is characterised by dissonant intervals, stuttering rhythms, and distorted synth 
voices reminiscent of science fiction sound effects. ‘Big’, ‘massive’, and ‘heavy’ suggest 
dubstep aesthetics more directly, invoking the loud sub-bass and dramatic bass drops 
characteristic of the genre (though note that ‘massive’ has also been a synonym of ‘cool’ 
in vernacular British English).

As noted above, there was a distinct difference between comments on hip hop tracks and 
comments on dubstep, techno, and house tracks, perhaps reflecting the location of hip 
hop within a different macro genre (see previous section). This difference related to the 
overtly interpersonal character of hip hop comments and their typical use of a distinct 
AAVE vocabulary. ‘Brah’ and ‘bro’ are alternative spellings of the AAVE word derived from 
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‘brother’, used as a familiar form of friendly address between males. The further 
spellings, ‘bruh’ and ‘bra’ also appeared with a keyness of 16.42 and 13.69 respectively, 
and ‘homie’, an originally AAVE and Chicano word used to address a male friend from the 
speaker’s home area, appeared with a keyness of 29.92; ‘nigga’, an AAVE word used as 
a familiar form of address between African American men (and derived from the racially 
offensive Standard English word ‘nigger’), had a keyness of 13.69. Although the words 
‘I’, ‘me’, and ‘u’ (i.e. ‘you’) were excluded from the above (being stopwords), they appear 
in the overall top ten keywords for hip hop when stopwords are not filtered, indicating 
that these personal pronouns appear with more frequency in comments on hip hop 
tracks than in comments on the other three genres examined here. Evaluative comments 
on hip hop tracks were very different from those on tracks in the three EDM genres 
considered here, because evaluative comments on hip hop tracks tended to take the 
pragmatic form not of assessments of the merits of tracks, but of encouragements 
directed from one person to another, e.g. ‘Love it bro! Get at me homie!’ or ‘I hear u lil 
bro get it in nigga’. Such comments appear to presuppose or create a sense of solidarity, 
community, and (implictly black, implicitly male) shared identity between uploaders and 
commenters: a ‘bro’ is a close male friend, a ‘homie’ is a male friend with shared 
geographical origins, and, as noted above, ‘nigga’ cannot be used by a non-black person 
(and is generally used to refer to a black male, or to a person assumed to be black and 
male). ‘Leave’, ‘comment’, and ‘check’ appear here because of the frequency with which 
expressions of value were combined with invitations for the recipient of the 
encouragement to return the favour, e.g. ‘This shit is crazy hard brah! Check me out! 
Leave a comment!’

These observations suggest that not only the lexis, but also the pragmatics of valuing in 
SoundCloud comments can be seen to vary by genre.

5.4 Limitations of the quantitative study

5.4.1 Data collection 

As already noted in Section 3, it was impossible to study class, ethnicity, sexuality, 
gender, or age as variables that structured valuing practices on SoundCloud, because the 
website itself rendered all five of these invisible. In addition, the project was unable to 
address the relationship between the two variables it has spent most time exploring in 
the above: location and genre. This is a significant limitation arising from the method of 
data collection and the incompleteness of the data. Both because local scenes are often 
associated with specific genres and because internationally recognised genres often form 
within local scenes – within electronic dance music, one thinks of Chicago for house, 
Detroit for techno, London for dubstep, etc. – an attempt was made to look at the most 
common cities and countries for each genre. However, the overall number of uploaders 
to whom both a genre and a city or country could be assigned was in each case too low 
for meaningful conclusions to be drawn.

It should also be noted that the genres that appear most prevalent in a large scale study 
of an internationally popular website such as SoundCloud are likely to be those genres 
that have transcended their local roots. House, dubstep, and techno appear prominently 
in our sample because they are now produced and consumed all over the world, and not 
only (nor even primarily) in Chicago, London, and Detroit. Genres that have not (yet) 
expanded beyond their original geographic roots are likely to have a far less visible 
presence in a random sample from SoundCloud – especially given that many SoundCloud 
users provide no location data in their profiles and no genre data for the tracks they 
upload – yet their cultural importance may be very great.
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To study such phenomena, it might be advisable to collect data in different ways, for 
example by interviewing within the local scene itself (as in the work of Anheier and 
Gerhards 1991, who managed to interview the majority of cultural producers working 
within their chosen field and location at a particular point in time). Such an approach to 
data collection is closer to the work done in the qualitative side of this project, which was 
intentionally limited to London. For example, we made a particular study of the 
instrumental grime scene precisely because it is so closely associated with London. 
However, in our random sample of 150000 SoundCloud users, we found no-one who had 
assigned the genre of ‘grime’ to even a single track.

5.4.2 Analysis

Although the findings reported in this section are interesting, and appear to indicate 
relationships between location, genre, and value (using number of followers as a proxy), 
the analysis needs to be taken further. In future work, we will perform additional forms 
of quantitative analysis, such as regression analysis, in order to investigate these 
relationships rigorously. As this analysis was not a part of the originally proposed 
research, it will be carried out after the project’s period of funding.
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6. Key qualitative and quantitative findings
The following are presented for convenience as a summary of quantitative and 
qualitative findings at the most general level.

1. Digital downloads and streaming have changed the relationship between cultural 
value and economic value in music, both by drastically reducing the economic 
value of recorded music and by providing new ways to produce cultural value for 
music and the people who make it

2. For a music-maker to share his or her recordings with someone who can assist in 
the production of their cultural value may be mutually beneficial, but sharing 
them too widely may be against the maker’s interests. For this reason, music-
makers try to retain what control they can of their work in the digital environment

3. While certain kinds of work may seem to have little economic value (e.g. 
production/composition), they may generate cultural value that facilitates 
economically valuable work (e.g. DJing) 

4. While certain kinds of work may not seem to have great cultural value attached to 
them (e.g. DJing), they may play a central role in the production of cultural value 
for other kinds of work (e.g. production/composition), as well as providing 
makers of electronic music with a way of earning at least some money from 
music

5. Just as offline venues may be associated with particular genres of music, so may 
online venues (for example, SoundCloud’s association with electronic music and, 
to a slightly lesser extent, hip hop)

6. Perhaps because of the importance of DJing and offline venues, local, regional, 
national, and world-regional scenes remain important sites for the production of 
cultural value

7. Certain real-world locations are privileged above others in the production of value 
– London, especially so – while others – particularly those whose conventional 
media industries do not command large audiences in the developed world – may 
struggle to find an audience through unconventional media

8. Genres of music fall into intuitively recognisable groupings

9. People who upload tracks of more than one genre tend nonetheless to upload 
tracks of genres within the same grouping

10.Music-makers tend to value other music-makers who work within the same genre, 
or within related genres

11.Audiences for some genres of electronic music consist largely of music-makers

12.Value is expressed in many different ways, both online and off, and these appear 
to vary by genre, such that there is no single vocabulary of value

13.There are numerous mechanisms by which people may be excluded from the 
production of value, and these may act to discriminate against music-makers on 
the basis of (at the least) gender, location, and genre, where the latter two may 
be implicitly tied up in issues of ethnicity and class
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7. Concluding thoughts
As the preceding pages show, both the qualitative and quantitative aspects of the 
research produced a very diverse range of fascinating results. Over the coming months, 
larger and more syncretic arguments will emerge from the multitude of smaller points 
presented above. In the meantime, a few general points can be made here in closing.

The massive concentration of value in London is not necessarily a good thing for Britain. 
To some extent, it mirrors the distribution of arts funding within the UK – even though 
SoundCloud is (as we have seen) a website dominated by hip hop and electronic dance 
music: musical genres virtually unsupported by arts funding. The finding that the value 
of the particular kinds of music commonly distributed through SoundCloud appears to be 
so unevenly distributed when produced in Britain could be taken as an indication of 
success for London or as an indication of an urgent need to challenge this by developing 
musical culture outside London. Alternatively, it could be understood as an index of the 
prevailing myopia of musicians who work in large, cosmopolitan cities, or of an on-going 
tendency to dismiss certain forms of music made outside the walls of certain 
consecrating cities (a problem equally familiar to jazz musicians; see McGee 2011). 

If this finding is replicated with regard to other art forms, it will have implications for the 
viability of cultural independence for the ‘Celtic’ nations currently encompassed within 
the UK: the Scottish and Welsh capitals are located close together on the periphery of 
graph; Scotland’s second city is located close to the capital of the Republic of Ireland in a 
slightly less peripheral location on a par with provincial English cities such as Brighton 
and Leeds; no Northern Irish cities even appear. As we have seen, one of our 
interviewees described the huge advantages that resulted from her moving from the 
Republic of Ireland to London; while this was a good thing for her career, the fact that 
she had to do it in order to get ahead – even when distributing music primarily through 
the internet – is potentially problematic for Ireland.

The research as a whole has brought to light a need for further research, both 
quantitative and qualitative. We have shown that it is fruitful to study acts of valuing as 
a directed graph, but we have also found (through qualitative research) that much value 
is produced through interactions taking place away from the online sites. With regard to 
electronic dance music, the key site for the production of value remains the club or rave, 
where the key acts of valuing appear to be (a) the DJ’s decision to include a track within 
a live set, and (b) the audience’s embodied responses to that decision. To study these – 
whether qualitatively or quantitatively – will require more intensive and longer-term 
offline data collection.
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Research methodology

Qualitative research proceeded primarily through audio-recorded semi-structured 
interviews with London-based electronic music-makers (including producers, DJs, and 
one promoter). The interview protocol is included below. Ethnographic observation and 
note taking were carried out at a total of three electronic music gigs in London: at one, 
two interviewees were among the performers; at another, one of the workshop invitees 
was among the performers; at a third, one of the interviewees was in the audience. Two 
of the interviewees were already known to the researchers at the beginning of the 
project. All three team members carried out interviews.

Our initial quantitative approach was to follow a snowball sampling method in collecting 
public data automatically from SoundCloud. Snowball sampling involves starting with a 
seed individual, then finding out who is connected to that individual, then finding out 
who is connected to those individuals in turn, and so on. We did this on the basis of the 
‘follow’, ‘like’, ‘comment’, ‘share’, and ‘group’ relationships. Having done this, we were 
able to construct networks of SoundCloud users for closer analysis. Because we started 
the snowball sampling process with our interviewees, we were able to start relating 
patterns in these networks to qualitative findings quite early on in the research process.

However, this approach ran into a number of problems. One was the sheer density of the 
network. One of our interviewees had over 7000 followers, and followed over 1000 
people in turn; others that we encountered in the snowball sampling process had millions 
of followers. Some people commented on hundreds of tracks. Many groups had tens of 
thousands of members, some over 100000. All these factors combined meant that many 
millions of people would frequently be found within just two degrees of separation of a 
single individual. Yet at the same time, we would be prevented from discovering who all 
of those people were, because of limitations that the SoundCloud API places on 
downloads of information: one might find, for example, that a given user was a member 
of a group with 120000 members, but one would be unable to discover the identity of 
more than 8199 of them. Under such circumstances, snowball sampling becomes 
impractical, or even meaningless. We could not, for instance, use measures of network 
centrality to determine which individuals were most influential, because our knowledge 
of the ‘network’ was always artificially constrained in ways that we were unable to 
control, or be sure that we fully understood. A further problem was that we began to 
notice clear patterns in the data that had been collected, yet were unable to make 
statements about the extent to which those patterns might be generalisable across 
SoundCloud as a whole because we had no reason to suppose a snowball sample to be 
representative.

Following discussion at the expert workshop we organised on 15 May 2014, it was 
decided that we would change tack, adopting, in the first instance, an ‘ego-network’ 
approach based around each of our informants (that is to say, a series of snowball 
samples, each time stopping at one degree of separation), and in the second instance, a 
random sampling approach across SoundCloud as a whole.
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An ego-network is a network consisting of all individuals connected to a particular 
individual, with interrelationships between them. This is usually done on the basis of 
information elicited from that individual; we chose to gather data via the SoundCloud API 
instead. The ego-networks we created were based around follow relationships: taking 
each interviewee as a seed, we would use the SoundCloud API to discover (a) what 
tracks he or she had uploaded and (b) who he or she followed and was followed by. 
Then, we would discover who each of those individuals followed and what tracks they 
had uploaded, ignoring anyone who neither followed nor was followed by the seed. To 
study how individuals interacted using the commenting facility, we used a similar but 
more restricted process: identifying the ten individuals whose tracks the seed user most 
frequently commented on and the ten individuals who most frequently commented on 
the seed user’s tracks.

To collect our random sample, we began by ascertaining the approximate highest 
number currently in use as a user ID on SoundCloud. This could only be an estimate, 
because new user IDs are being added all the time. As of the early July data when we 
began collecting the sample, this number was approaching 104 million. We then 
generated random numbers between 1 and 104 million and used the SoundCloud API to 
collect the following data for each account: track profile data for all the user’s tracks; all 
the comments on those tracks; user profile data for the users who had left those 
comments; user profile data for everyone followed by the user; user profile data for 
everyone following the user; all the comments the user had left on other people’s tracks; 
track profile data for those tracks; user profile data for the uploaders of those tracks. In 
order to study the relationship between following and genre, we also downloaded data 
on all tracks uploaded by users followed by members of the sample who had uploaded 
tracks. As noted above, limitations of the SoundCloud API prevented us from 
downloading more than 8199 items of data in each of these categories; in practice, the 
primary consequence of this limitation was to prevent us from being able to track all 
followers of an extreme minority of very popular SoundCloud users.

Comment data were filtered for language, because non-English comments were outside 
the scope of the project. However, filtering them turned out to be an interesting problem 
(a) because of the prevalence of re-spellings such as ‘fakkkkkkk’ (for ‘fuck’), and (b) 
because of the use of specialised and non-standard lexis such as ‘synth’ or ‘woot’. Initial 
attempts to identify language using the guess-language Python package (which purports 
to be able to detect more than 60 languages) proved highly inaccurate. Greater accuracy 
was achieved by searching for words within each comment within the OpenOffice spell 
checker dictionary for the English language, but this ran into problems because of (a) 
the heavy use of specialised English lexis such as ‘synth’ and ‘remix’ in non-English 
comments and (b) the large number of common words in continental European 
languages that also form acceptable strings in the English language. The accuracy of this 
procedure was improved by comparing counts of words from comments that were to be 
found in the spell checker dictionary for English with counts of words from the same 
comments that were to be found in the spell checker dictionary for other languages, but 
this resulted in a notable slowdown in processing speed and continued to mis-identify a 
proportion of comments. An acceptable solution settled on was to check the words in 
each comment against a list of the 5000 most common words in the British National 
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Corpus. Excluding less common words had the useful effect of removing rare English 
words that are also (coincidentally or otherwise) to be found in other European 
languages (e.g. ‘para’). If more than 50% of the words in a comment were to be found 
in that list, then the comment was deemed to be in English.

Quantitative data were stored in an SQLite database, analysed with bespoke programs, 
and visualised with Gephi, with the latter’s Force Atlas algorithm used for positioning of 
nodes (Force Atlas 2 in the case of figure 2). Comments were processed, cleaned, and 
sorted with bespoke programs, and analysed with AntConc. Qualitative data (interviews 
and notes) were transcribed, then read through independently by members of the team, 
who compared observations afterwards. Data scraping programs were written in Python 
2.7 using SoundCloud’s Software Development Kit (SDK) for that language (this consists 
of a collection of programming tools to allow us to write programs to collect SoundCloud 
data). Other programs were also written in Python 2.7, with additional use of the Numpy 
and NetworkX libraries. Code written in the course of the research is another output of 
this project, and is freely available at http://github.com/valuingelectronicmusic.

Interview protocol
1. Legal name and professional aliases 

2. Date and place of birth; current residence

3. Ethnicity, sexuality

4. Occupation and parents’ occupations

5. How in your experience do producers of electronic music show that they value other 
people’s work?

6. How do you show other producers of electronic music that you value their work?

7. How have other producers of electronic music indicated that they value your work?

8. [Follow-up to 5, 6, and 7.] Are online networks forums the most typical 
contexts for these expressions of value? Are there contexts where expressions of 
value tend to be made face to face?

9. Who do you value as music producers? Who do you seek to emulate and how?

10. Do you sell your works? How? Do you work as a performer? In what kinds of 
contexts? 

11. [Follow-up to 10.] About what proportion of your income comes from selling 
your works and/or performing?

12. How much time do you spend making music per week? [Follow-up: How does this 
compare to the amount of time you spend doing other things – e.g. work, uni, 
pastimes?] 

13. In what kinds of venues do you present your music to audiences? 

14. [Follow-up/clarification.] What online networks do you make use of? 
Advantages? Disadvantages?
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15. [Follow-up/clarification.] In what offline contexts do you present your music? 
How often? With anyone else? What kinds of arrangements are involved? 

16. What is the highest level of education you have attained?

17. How did you get into music?

18. [This is formally addressed on the release form, but some additional texture is often 
appropriate, especially at the completion of the interview.] Are you happy for us to 
identify you by name in academic publications? By professional alias? Would you prefer 
to remain anonymous? Is there anything you have said in this interview that you would 
prefer we did not attribute to you by name? [Make any necessary notes and 
modifications to the release form and initial them.]
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1

The Cultural Value Project seeks to make a major contribution to how we think about the 
value of arts and culture to individuals and to society. The project will establish a 
framework that will advance the way in which we talk about the value of cultural 
engagement and the methods by which we evaluate it. The framework will, on the one 
hand, be an examination of the cultural experience itself, its impact on individuals and 
its benefit to society; and on the other, articulate a set of evaluative approaches and 
methodologies appropriate to the different ways in which cultural value is manifested. 
This means that qualitative methodologies and case studies will sit alongside qualitative 
approaches.


